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Introduction 

Planning your unit enrolment 
This guide to studies lists all current ALC units, and indicates if they are scheduled in 2023 and how they are 
delivered. When you’re choosing your units for 2023, check the study periods in which they're offered and note 
the times for lectures when attending on campus/live stream. (Where units are delivered on campus at North 
Adelaide, students can also participate simultaneously online.) A number of 2023 units are being taught in 
conjunction with St Barnabas College and Uniting College for Leadership and Theology. 

Note: class times are SA time.  

For some units, online tutorials, online webinars and/or individual student conferences are available. 

Delivery mode 
‘Delivery mode’ refers to the method of delivery at unit level. Under three broad headings of contact 
mode/attendance, each University of Divinity unit is allocated one type of mode related to how the unit is 
delivered. The delivery modes are what you select on enrolment in the unit. 
 
1) Internal: Always physically attending a campus or specified location at a specified time. 

• Face to Face:  Attending classes on campus, with a scheduled class time delivered in real time. 
 
2) External: Never physically attending a campus or specified location. 

• Online: Considered to be asynchronous – all learning and participation is wholly online; students 
watch videos or work through material in their own time (e.g. any learning activities are not 
delivered in real time).  

• Online – synchronous:  Considered to be synchronous – all learning and participation is wholly 
online, but students are required to ‘attend’ lectures at a specified time as unit content is 
delivered in real time. 

• Distance Education:  External study where teaching activities, submission of assessment and 
provision of materials may be offered online asynchronously but is more likely via printed 
material that students work through in their own time.  
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3) Multi-Modal: Sometimes physically attending a campus or specified location. 
• Blended:  A combination or mix of internal and/or external study. 
• Intensive:  Unit content is delivered during a compacted study period. 
• Supervised:  A program of study undertaken by a student under direction of a supervisor. 
• Practicum:  Assessment for the unit of study involves practical, field or work experience (e.g. CPE, 

STFE).   
 

ALC provides further information about how units are delivered under ‘How’. 

How (study mode) legend 

   Attending on campus Students are physically present on the North Adelaide campus. 

   Attending live stream Students participate simultaneously online. 

   Online Students study wherever and whenever they choose. 

�������   Field education 
Students learn through educationally focused service 
experiences in community settings. 

  Intensive Students study unit content in a concentrated time period 

   Supervised 
Regular meetings with the lecturer/supervisor (face to face or 
online) 

 

Unit information 
Unit information includes any prerequisites, co-requisites and/or prohibited combinations, as well as unit 
scheduling (by semester and mode/s), the content description and any required textbooks. 

Please check for unit availability and contact your course advisor or email enquiries@alc.edu.au if you have any 
questions. 

Successful completion of learning objectives and assessment requirements assumes that students have access 
to the required textbooks/learning resources listed for consultation and reference. 

Each unit of study is assigned a point value. Points reflect a common measure of load in courses. Standard 
undergraduate units are worth 18 points; standard postgraduate units are worth 24 points.  

Note: unit information is current at time of publishing but may be subject to change. See also the University of 
Divinity Unit Management System where you can search the diverse range of units available across the 
University and all its Colleges, both the comprehensive list of all units approved by the University as well as 
those which are scheduled during 2023. 

 

  

mailto:enquiries@alc.edu.au
https://units.divinity.edu.au/
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Undergraduate units  

Field A: Humanities 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

AL1001L Hebrew 1 18 
AL1003L New Testament Greek A 18 
AL2002L Hebrew 2 18 
AL2004L New Testament Greek B 18 

 

AL1001L Hebrew 1  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending on campus at St Barnabas     Attending live stream 
When Wed 9.00 am–12.00 noon, optional additional tutorial Tue 9.30 am-10.30 am at ALC 
Prerequisites None 
Content Unit content includes: learning the particularities of Hebrew grammar and syntax and 

biblical vocabulary with a view to being able to read and translate elementary Hebrew 
sentences into English. The unit covers just over half the material in the set text, 
whereupon Hebrew 2 focuses on the remaining material. 

Textbooks tba  

AL1003L New Testament Greek A  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tue 9.30 am–10.30 am| Wed 9.30 am–10.30 am| Thurs 9.30 am–10.30 am  
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to the basic morphology, syntax, and vocabulary of New 

Testament Greek. Students will focus on the noun system and the present, future, and 
imperfect indicative active verb. Students will complete lessons and drill exercises to a 
point just past midway through the set text. Several short passages from the New 
Testament will be translated. 

Textbooks Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek grammar. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek: workbook. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

AL2002L Hebrew 2 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023.  
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites Hebrew 1 
Content Unit content includes: learning the particularities of Hebrew grammar and syntax and biblical 

vocabulary with a view to being able to read Hebrew and translate into English; 
developing the skills to employ standard resources (lexicon, Hebrew grammar) in the 
translation of texts from the Hebrew Bible.  

Textbooks Bartelt, Andrew H., and Andrew E. Steinmann. Fundamental Biblical 
Hebrew/Fundamental Biblical Aramaic. St Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing 
House, 2004. 

Elliger, K., and W. Rudolph, eds. Biblica Hebraica Stuttgartensia. 5th rev. ed. Stuttgart, 
Germany: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1997.  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL1001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL1003L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL2002L/public
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Either:  
Brown, Francis, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs. The Brown-

Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English lexicon: with an appendix containing 
the Biblical Aramaic. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996. 

Or:  
Koehler, Ludwig, and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of 

the Old Testament. Translated by M. E. J. Richardson. Leiden: Brill, 
1994-2000. 

AL2004L New Testament Greek B 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites New Testament Greek A 
Content This unit builds on skills acquired in previous study of Greek. Students will be introduced 

to further grammatical material and vocabulary necessary to be able to read New 
Testament Greek, completing the lesson and drill exercises of the set text. Selected 
passages from the New Testament and Septuagint will be translated, progressively 
integrating learning and skills into the reading and analysis of the biblical text. 

Textbooks Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek grammar. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek: workbook. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

 

  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL2004L/public
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Field B: Biblical Studies 

Unit code Unit name Point 
value 

BA1001L 
BA2001L  

Old Testament Introduction 18 

BA3006L The Pentateuch 18 
BA3008L Prophets 18 
BN2001L Gospel Studies 1: Matthew and Mark 18 
BN1002L 
BN2002L 

New Testament Introduction  18 

BN3003L Gospel Studies 2: Luke and John 18 
BN3011L Pauline Letters 18 
BS1003L Exploring the Bible 18 
BS2005L  Interpreting the Bible 18 
BS3020L Biblical Theology 18 

 

BA1001L Old Testament Introduction | BA2001L Old Testament Introduction 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode  Blended 
How   Attending on campus 

  Attending live stream 

  Online 

When Tue 1.30 pm–3.00 pm | Thur 11.30 am–
1.00 pm 

Self-paced 

Prerequisites None 
Prohibited 
combinations 

The Bible Today A  

Content As an introduction to the Old Testament this unit offers an overview of the textual, 
cultural, historical, literary and theological features of the literature of the Old Testament. 
The student is introduced to topics such as inspiration, hermeneutics, the formation of the 
Old Testament canon, its different genres, and its relationship to the New Testament, 
Christian faith, doctrine, and life. 

Textbooks The Bible, preferably the ESV or the NIV. The Lutheran Study Bible (CPH) is highly 
recommended, with its helpful charts, notes, etc. Please seek advice from 
lecturer before purchasing a Study Bible edition. 

Collins, John J. A Short Introduction to the Hebrew Bible. 3rd ed. Minneapolis, MN: 
Fortress Press, 2018.  

BA3006L The Pentateuch 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites At least 36 points in Field B 
Content This unit considers selected themes and texts from the Pentateuch, including: issues of 

authorship and audience, society, geography, theology, genre, literary devices, major 
themes, and contemporary application issues. 

Textbooks Required for all students 
• Lessing, R. Reed, and Andrew E. Steinmann. Prepare the way of the Lord: an 

introduction to the Old Testament. St Louis, MO: Concordia, 2014. 
Required for pastoral studies students and students with Hebrew 

• Elliger, K., and W. Rudolph, eds. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia. Stuttgart: 
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1990. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA1001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA2001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA3006L/public
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• Wigram, George V. The Englishman's Hebrew concordance of the Old Testament: 
coded with Strong's concordance numbers. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 
1995. 

• Williams, Roland J. Williams’ Hebrew Syntax. 3rd ed: Revised and expanded by 
John C. Beckman. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007. 

• and either:  
Brown, Francis, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs. The Brown-

Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon: with an appendix containing 
the Biblical Aramaic. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996. 

or:  
Koehler, Ludwig, and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of 

the Old Testament. Translated by M. E. J. Richardson. Leiden: Brill, 1994-
2000. 

BA3008L Prophets 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 18 points in the discipline of Old Testament  
Content This unit is designed to equip students as competent exegetes of pericopes drawn from 

the Major and Minor Prophets. The unit includes an initial focus on matters that inform 
the exegetical task including, for example, the character of prophecy in Israel and the 
ancient Near East, hermeneutical assumptions and their significance, major scholarly 
trends and critical approaches, the challenges of genre-analysis, and character/features of 
poetry and poetic oracles. Students then explore the literary and theological character of 
the Book of Isaiah in depth and several other selected prophetic books for breadth, 
examining their major themes and theological messages, literary/canonical contexts, and 
pastoral/contemporary application.  

Textbooks Required for all students 
• Lessing, R. Reed, and Andrew E. Steinmann. Prepare the way of the Lord: an 

introduction to the Old Testament. St Louis, MO: Concordia, 2014. (Required for 
all students) 

Required for pastoral studies students and students with Hebrew 
• Elliger, K., and W. Rudolph, eds. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia. Stuttgart: 

Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1990.  
• Wigram, George V. The Englishman's Hebrew concordance of the Old Testament: 

coded with Strong's concordance numbers. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1995. 
• Williams, Roland J. Williams’ Hebrew Syntax. 3rd ed. Revised and expanded by 

John C. Beckman. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007. 
• And either:  

Brown, Francis, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs. The Brown-
Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon: with an appendix containing 
the Biblical Aramaic. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996. 

or:  
Koehler, Ludwig, and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of 

the Old Testament. Translated by M. E. J. Richardson. Leiden: Brill, 1994-
2000. 

BN1002L New Testament Introduction | BN2002L New Testament Introduction 
Scheduled Semester 2  
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus 

   Attending live stream 

   Online 

When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm  Self-paced 
Prerequisites Level 2: 18 points in Field B—Biblical Studies 

Level 1: None 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA3008L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN1002L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN2002L/public
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Content This unit is an introduction to the diverse writings of the New Testament. Students will 
become familiar with the content and themes of the New Testament by reading it in its 
entirety. Moreover, they will engage with the texts in their original historical, literary, 
social, religious and theological contexts. The unit introduces issues in interpretation, 
including literary genre, the relationship between form and function, and methods of 
study. It further introduces the formation of the New Testament canon and the textual 
history of the New Testament.  

Textbooks Powell, Mark Allan. Introducing the New Testament: a historical, literary, and theological 
survey. 2nd ed. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2018. 

Prohibited 
combinations 

BS1002L The Bible Today B 

BN2001L Gospel Studies 1: Matthew and Mark   
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 18 points in the discipline of New Testament (BN) 
Content This unit introduces students to exegetical methods in studying the Synoptic Gospels. 

Students engage with central issues in Gospel studies—including the history of the gospel 
tradition, source analysis, provenance, literary design, and distinctive theologies—
through a critical study of Matthew and Mark. Students also learn about the broader 
cultural and sociological contexts of gospel texts. Students engage in close study of 
selected gospel pericopes, including attention to homiletical possibilities.  

Textbooks Allison, Dale C. Matthew: a shorter commentary. London: T & T Clark, 2005. 
Boring, Eugene. Mark: a commentary. Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006. 
Carter, Warren. Matthew: storyteller, interpreter, evangelist. Rev. ed. Ada, MI: Baker 

Books, 2004. 
Moloney, Francis J. Mark: storyteller, interpreter, evangelist. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson 

Publishers, 2004. 
Sanders, E. P., and Margaret Davies. Studying the synoptic gospels. London, UK: SCM 

Press, 1989. 
And either 

Aland, Kurt. Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum – Greek. Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Bibelgesellschaft, 1996/2001. 

or  
Aland, Kurt. Synopsis of the four gospels. Greek-English edition. 12th ed. 

Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2001. 
In addition, each student will be required to have an English study Bible (NRSV, NIV, or 
ESV, with apocrypha, preferred). 

BN3003L Gospel Studies 2: Luke and John   
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tue 1.30 pm–4.00 pm  
Prerequisites 18 points in the discipline of New Testament (BN) 
Content This unit offers advanced exegetical study of two gospels, Luke and John. The unit will 

consider questions of authorship, context, structure, key literary features and theological 
themes in each gospel. Discussion of selected themes and exegesis of selected pericopes 
from each gospel will assist the student in consolidating exegetical skills and enhance their 
appreciation of the distinctive character of each gospel.  

Textbooks Brown, Raymond E. An introduction to the Gospel of John. Edited by Francis J. Moloney. 
Anchor Bible Reference Library. New York: Doubleday, 2003. 

Tuckett, Christopher M. Luke. London: Continuum, 2004. 

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN2001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN3003L/public
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BN3011L Pauline Letters  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Thur 1.30 pm–4.00 pm  
Prerequisites 36 points in the discipline of New Testament (BN) 
Content Students will develop an understanding of significant historical, geographical, social, 

cultural and religious factors for the interpretation of Pauline letters, and become familiar 
with the social setting, literary structure, key theological ideas, and purpose of the letters. 
Students will engage in close study of one or more Pauline letters. In the process they will 
acquire necessary exegetical skills for interpreting biblical texts. 

Textbooks A Greek New Testament.  
Fitzmyer, Joseph. First Corinthians: a new translation with introduction and commentary. 

New Haven: Yale, 2008. 
Stuhlmacher, Peter. Paul’s letter to the Romans: a commentary. Louisville, KY: 

Westminster John Knox Press, 1994.  
And either  

Aland, Barbara, and Kurt Aland, eds. The Greek New Testament (with dictionary). 
4th rev. ed. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2001. 

or 
Aland, Barbara, and Kurt Aland, eds. Novum Testamentum Graece. 28th ed. 

Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2012. 

BS1003L Exploring the Bible  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023  
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content The core purpose of this unit is to introduce students to the Old and New Testament 

writings. In this process students will be introduced to basic tools and approaches used in 
biblical studies, focusing on reading the biblical text as literature while giving attention to 
its historical context in the quest to discern its theological intent. Attention will be given 
to selected key Old Testament themes especially within Genesis. Study of the New 
Testament will concentrate on the gospels, Paul’s letters and Revelation and selected key 
themes within them. The development of the Old Testament and New Testament canons 
and the relationship between them as Christian Scripture will be explored. Along the way 
the unit will challenge the learners to a broader and deeper understanding and 
appreciation of the Bible and its place within Christian faith and life and as well as the 
implications of their learning for use of the Bible in Christian education. 

Textbooks Ralph, Margaret Nutting. And God said what? An introduction to biblical forms. Rev. ed. 
New York, NY: Paulist Press, 2003. 

The Bible, preferably the NRSV or the TNIV.  
Please seek advice from lecturer before purchasing a Study Bible edition. Two 
highly recommended study Bibles are: 
• The Lutheran Study Bible (Concordia Publishing House, 2009), available from 

Australian Church Resources (email: service@acresources.com.au) 
• Lutheran Study Bible (Augsburg Fortress, 2009), also available from 

Australian Church Resources (email: service@acresources.com.au) 
Prohibited 
combinations 

Introduction to the Old Testament and Introduction to the New Testament, or equivalent 

BS2005L Interpreting the Bible 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN3011L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS1003L/public
mailto:service@acresources.com.au
mailto:service@acresources.com.au
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS2005L/public
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When — 
Prerequisites 18 points in Field B 
Content This unit introduces elements of theory and practice in biblical interpretation. Students 

will learn about various interpretative methods and approaches, including the principles 
of Lutheran hermeneutics. Students will apply these elements to the interpretation of 
passages from the Old and New Testaments, with the aid of dictionaries and 
commentaries. 

Textbooks Gorman, Michael J. Elements of biblical exegesis: a basic guide for students and ministers. 
Rev. and expanded. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2010.  
[Available in print and e-book formats] 

BS3020L Biblical Theology  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 36 points in the discipline of Biblical Studies (BS); 18 points in the discipline of Systematic 

Theology (CT)  
Content This unit provides an introduction to the discipline of biblical theology, which integrates 

the contents and theological themes of the Old and New Testaments as the essential 
foundation for Christian faith, life, and ministry. It provides an opportunity for students to 
listen to the text in fresh ways—not just its harmonies, but also its creative dissonances. 
Students will be challenged and nurtured to think theologically and pastorally about these 
themes (and others), and to reflect critically on the claims of Christian faith regarding the 
contemporary world. The unit proceeds by identifying and expounding five broad and 
interrelated themes: our relational God, our suffering God and the atonement, our 
troubling God, eschatology, and God and human sexuality.  

Textbooks Fretheim, Terence E. Creation untamed: the Bible, God, and natural disasters. Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2010. 

The Bible, a standard and reasonably accurate translation, is recommended, such as NRSV, 
TNIV, NIV and ESV. Seek advice from your lecturer before purchasing a Study Bible 
edition. 

Cross-listed 
discipline 

Systematic Theology (CT) 

  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS3020L/public
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Field C: Christian Thought and History 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

CH1040L To the Ends of the Earth: The History of Lutheranism in Australia 18 
CH1741Z  Christian History: The first 1500 years 18 
CH3003L  Reform of the Church  18 
CT1001L Prolegomena and the Triune God 18 
CT1002L The Christian Faith  18 
CT2005L Lutheran Confessions  18 
CT2041L Worldly Wisdom: Interactions between Philosophy and Theology in the West 18 
CT3006L Formula of Concord  18 
CT3007L Apologetics and World Religions  18 
CT3009L Sanctification  18 
CT3010L Creation and Redemption  18 
CT3011L Moral Theology 18 
CT3021L Christian Spirituality: A Lutheran Perspective 18 

 

CH1040L To the Ends of the Earth: The History of Lutheranism in Australia 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023  
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to key people, events, and doctrinal themes in the history of 

Lutheranism in Australia. Students will investigate the Lutheran emigration to Australia, 
settlement, growth, schooling, early mission, persecution, union, and theological vision. In 
the context of this history, students will reflect on the issues currently facing the Lutheran 
Church of Australian. As part of this unit, students will have an opportunity to investigate 
and share a local part of the story of Australian Lutheran history which is of personal 
interest to them. 

Textbooks Leske, Everard. For faith and freedom: the story of Lutherans and Lutheranism in Australia 
1836-1996. Rev. ed. Brompton, SA: Friends of Lutheran Archives, 2009. 
(This book is available from Lutheran Archives or Australian Christian Resources.) 

CH1741Z Christian History: The first 1500 years 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended - 
How   Attending on campus at UCLT     Attending live stream 
When Thur 2.00 pm–5.00 pm  
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to the study of the history of the Christian Church to 

1500CE. It will address the development of Christianity in the Roman Empire to the 
middle of the Fifth Century and the expansion of Christianity beyond the Roman Empire 
to Britain, northern and eastern Europe, North Africa and Asia. It considers key 
movements within Christianity before the Reformation. 

Textbooks None 

CH3003L Reform of the Church 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CH1040L/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/CH1741Z/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CH3003L/public
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When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit involves students in the history of the Reformation era, so that they may better 

understand the Lutheran tradition as a movement for evangelical reform within the 
church catholic. Students will study the period from Christendom at the end of the 
Middle Ages, through the various European reformations to the end of the sixteenth 
century. This study will include: a special focus on the career of Martin Luther and the 
Lutheran reformation; the reform movements led by Zwingli and Calvin; the radical 
reformers; the expansion of the reformation movement in Europe; Catholic renewal; and 
the legacies of reformations. 

Textbooks Hendrix, Scott H. Martin Luther: visionary reformer. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2015.  

Luther, Martin. The Freedom of a Christian, 1520: the annotated Luther study edition. 
Edited by Timothy J. Wengert. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2016. 
(This document is also found in a larger collection which you may prefer to get: 
Wengert, Timothy J., ed. The annotated Luther: the roots of reform. Minneapolis, 
MN: Fortress Press, 2015.) 

CT1001L Prolegomena and the Triune God 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Thur 9.00 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites None  
Content This unit first examines topics traditionally covered by prolegomena. It begins by 

reflecting on the nature of theology and its relation to receptive spirituality. Attention is 
given to Luther’s theological method of oratio, meditatio, and tentatio as well as the 
Lutheran presuppositions for doing theology. The unit introduces the nature and function 
of Scripture, and its relation to reason, tradition, and experience as well as an 
introduction to Lutheran hermeneutics. The second part of the unit examines the biblical 
and theological teaching of the triune God as expressed in terms of the immanent and 
the economic Trinity. The unit will also explore the modern discussion on the Trinity, 
including: the Fatherhood of God; the name of God in Feminist Theology; the question of 
the eternal subordination of the Son; and the filioque. The unit is designed to give the 
student the necessary basis for further study in systematic theology.  

Textbooks Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. Saint Louis, MO: Concordia, 1993. 
McGrath, Alister E. Christian theology: an introduction. 5th ed. New York: Wiley 

Blackwell, 2011. (Available as an ebook from the ALC Library.) 

CT1002L The Christian Faith  
Scheduled Semester 1  
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online   

When Self-paced. Fortnightly tutorial Tue 9.30am – 10.30am 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced. Tutorial Wed 9.30am – 10.30am 
Prerequisites None 
Content The unit introduces students to the basic teachings of the Christian faith through a 

Lutheran theological lens. It covers The Trinity, Theology of the Cross, God as Creator, on-
going creation, image of God, the person and work of Jesus Christ, theories of the 
atonement, justification, the Two Kingdoms, law and gospel, the means of grace (baptism 
and the Lord’s Supper) saint and sinner, Christian hope. All this is done with reference to 
the contemporary context in which students do theology, especially schools and 
churches. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT1001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT1002L/public
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Textbooks  Bartsch, Malcolm. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Hebart, Friedemann. One in the gospel: the Formula of Concord for our day. 2nd ed. 
Adelaide, SA: Openbook Publishers, 2000. (Also available: 3rd edition, 2015. 
Clovelly Park, SA: Australian Church Resources.) 

Lutheran Education Australia. Christian Studies Curriculum Framework. Rev. ed. Adelaide, 
SA: Openbook, 2015. (Downloadable from 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276) 

CT2005L Lutheran Confessions  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus 

   Attending live stream 

   Online  

When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Wed 11.30 am–
1.00 pm  

    Self-paced 

Prerequisites None 
Content This unit is an introduction to the Lutheran Confessions as contained in the Book of 

Concord. It concentrates on the overall content of the Lutheran Confessions, especially 
the Augsburg Confession and the Apology, the Smalcald Articles, and Luther’s 
Catechisms, to help students appreciate the background and main themes of the 
confessions for the study of theology and for the life of the church. 

Textbooks Gassmann, Gunther, and Scott Hendrix. Fortress introduction to the Lutheran Confessions. 
Philadelphia, PA: Fortress, 1999. 

McCain, Paul Timothy, Robert Cleveland Baker, Gene Edward Veith, Edward Andrew 
Engelbrecht. Concordia: the Lutheran confessions: a reader’s edition of the 
Book of Concord. 2nd ed. St Louis, MO: CPH, 2006.  

Wengert, Timothy J. The Augsburg Confession: renewing Lutheran faith and practice. 
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2020. 

CT2041L Worldly Wisdom: Interactions between Philosophy and Theology in the West 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content What are human beings and what is our purpose? What can we know about God and 

how? What is the nature of reality and existence? In this survey unit, students will be 
introduced to how key Western philosophers have answered these questions. Beginning 
with Plato and ending with contemporary philosophy, students will be introduced to key 
movements and themes in the history of Western philosophy, including modernism and 
post-modernism. Attention will also be given to how philosophy relates to Christian 
theology. In tracing the history of philosophy to the present moment, students will also be 
introduced to the philosophical assumptions of life in the Western world today, including 
in Australia. 

Textbooks None 

CT3006L Formula of Concord  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending on campus      Attending live stream 
When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Wed 11.30 am–1.00 pm 

http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT2005L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT2041L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT3006L/public
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Prerequisites 36 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT)  
Content Students will focus on the place of the Lutheran Confessions in the church today and 

reflect on the implications of that for the contemporary Lutheran Church. In particular 
students will examine the historical background to the Formula of Concord; study the 
controversies that led to the different articles being included; develop an understanding 
of the role played by the main formulators of the Formula; research and analyse some of 
the twelve articles in detail, engage in peer discussion of those articles; and, explore the 
implications of the Formula for the life of the church today. 
 

Textbooks One of the following: 
Kolb, Robert, and Timothy J. Wengert, eds. The Book of Concord: the confessions of the 

evangelical Lutheran church. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2000.  
or 

Kolb, Robert, and Timothy J. Wengert, eds. Book of Concord on CD-ROM. Minneapolis, 
MN: Fortress Press, 2002.  
or 

McCain, P.T., ed. Concordia: the Lutheran confessions: a reader’s edition of the Book of 
Concord. 2nd ed. St Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 2006.  
or 

Tappert, Theodore, ed. The Book of Concord. Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 1959. 

CT3007L Apologetics and World Religions  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Thur 8.30 am–10.30 am  
Prerequisites None 
Content The purpose of this unit is to introduce students to the foundations, history, and functions 

of Christian apologetics, and then, with an apologetic focus, to study major world religions 
and a variety of other non-Christian movements. 

Textbooks None 

CT3009L Sanctification  
Scheduled  Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 18 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT)  
Content This unit reflects on the doctrinal content of the third article of the creed. Particular 

attention is given to characteristically Lutheran emphases in pneumatology, the 
relationship between justification and sanctification, the Christian life, sacramental 
theology, ecclesiology, and eschatology.   

Textbooks Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1993. 

McGrath, Alister E. Christian theology: an introduction. 5th ed. Oxford, UK: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2011. (Available as an ebook from the ALC Library) 

CT3010L Creation and Redemption  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 1.30 pm–3.00 pm | Thur 11.30 am–1.00 pm  
Prerequisites 18 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT)  
Content The first half of the unit explores the theology of creation with attention paid to the 

contemporary discussion on the relation between science and theology. Apart from the 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT3007L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT3009L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT3010L/public
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doctrine of creation (and continuing creation), the first half of the unit also includes 
theological anthropology, sin and evil and the problem of theodicy. 

The second half of the unit focuses on redemption and Christology. It begins with looking 
at the relation between the person and work of Christ. Particular attention is given to the 
doctrine of the incarnation (the two natures of Christ) and the various theories of the 
atonement. 

The unit concludes with a discussion of Christ’s descent into hell, his bodily resurrection, 
his ascension and his presence in the church today. 

Textbooks Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1993. 

McGrath, Alister E. Christian theology: an introduction. 5th ed. Oxford, UK: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2011. (Available as ebook from the ALC Library) 

CT3011L Moral Theology  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 18 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT)  
Content This unit examines the theological foundations of Christian ethics from a Lutheran 

perspective. The unit also explores the application of moral theology to selected ethical 
issues. The various ethical issues that will be considered in the unit include abortion, 
euthanasia, sexuality, marriage, economics and politics, environmental issues, and war 
and violence.  

Textbooks Bloomquist, Karen L., and John R. Stumme, eds. The promise of Lutheran ethics. 
Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 1998. 

Cross-listed 
discipline 

Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 

CT3021L Christian Spirituality: A Lutheran Perspective  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 18 points in Field C 
Content This unit explores the nature of Christian spirituality from a Lutheran perspective. 

Attention is given to how spirituality is affected by personal experience and context and 
how this in turn is expressed in both beliefs and practices. The unit examines the key 
elements and emphases of Lutheran spirituality and explores a number of personal and 
corporate spiritual disciplines as well as various traditions in Christian spirituality. The unit 
concludes with an analysis of secular spirituality today.  

Textbooks None 

  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT3011L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT3021L/public
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Field D: Theology: Mission and Ministry 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

DA1001L Reflective Practice for Vocation 18 
DA1044L Chaplaincy: Spiritual Care in Public Places 18 
DE1013L Introduction to Teaching for Ministry 18 
DE1063L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 1 6 
DE1064L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 2 6 
DE1065L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 3 6 
DE2007L Principles and Context of Lutheran Schooling 18 
DE3012L The Practice of Lutheran Education 18 
DM3007L Lutheran Perspectives in Missiology 18 
DP1008L Christian Care 1 18 
DP1009L Foundations of Evangelism  18 
DP1018L Skills for Practical Ministry 18 
DP1027L Christian Care 2 18 
DP1040L The One Who Serves: Foundations of Worship and Spirituality 18 
DP1041L The Body of Christ: Foundations of Pastoral and Congregational Formation  18 
DP2002L Introduction to Spiritual Pastoral Care and Counselling 18 
DP2012L 
DP3012L 

Liturgics 18 

DP3003L Pastoral Theology 2 18 
DP3005L Pastoral Theology 1 18 
DP3006L Pastoral Care and Counselling 18 
DP3015L Preaching the Word  18 
DP3016L Preaching the Sermon 18 
DP3021L Writing and Preaching a Sermon in Ministry Context 18 
DP3022L Leading Worship and Pastoral Acts in Ministry Context 18 
DP3023L Teaching the Christian Faith in Ministry Context 18 
DP3024L Pastoral Care and Visitation in Ministry Context 18 
DP3025L Administration and Leadership in Ministry Context 18 
DP3032L Supervised Theological Field Education 18 
DP3033L Supervised Theological Field Education 2 18 

 

DA1001L Reflective Practice for Vocation 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending live stream   Online 
When Tues 9.30 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites At least 18 points in both Systematic Theology (CT) and Pastoral Theology and Ministry 

Studies (DP) 
Content This unit engages students in a guided process of relational, reflective learning in a 

specific faith or service community, including the use of specific community 
mentors/reflection partners. Skills for practical ministry are central to the unit: spiritual 
disciplines, active listening, discernment practices, communication, self-awareness, 
working in a team and integrating theology into practice. This unit is provided 
predominantly in non-classroom-based settings. 

Textbooks None 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DA1001L/public
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DA1044L Chaplaincy: Spiritual Care in Public Places  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to the ministry of chaplaincy, providing a biblical, 

theological and pastoral underpinning for the ministry of spiritual care in public places. 
Students will explore the relationship between pastoral and spiritual care with attention 
to the variety of contexts in which chaplaincy ministry can be expressed. Students will 
learn the art of reflecting theologically on ministry practice outside of the church. 

Textbooks None 

DE1013L Introduction to Teaching for Ministry 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Thur 2.00 pm–4.00 pm  
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit provides the opportunity for students to begin to develop an understanding of 

the process of learning through the life span and to develop skills in facilitating learning 
experiences for ministry contexts. Learning theory and what this indicates about good 
teaching practice will be considered. Opportunities to practise the strategies and 
instructional skills of good teaching will be provided.   

Textbooks None 

DE1063L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 1  
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How   Intensive 
When Participation in regular supervision meetings 
Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of chaplaincy. They will identify the ways in which the content of 
the professional development activity is applicable to their professional context, and 
reflect on its implications for their personal practice and/or the collective practices of the 
site. 

Textbooks None 

DE1064L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 2  
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Supervised 
How   Intensive 
When Participation in regular supervision meetings 
Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of chaplaincy. They will identify the ways in which the content of 
the professional development activity is applicable to their professional context, and 
reflect on its implications for their personal practice and/or the collective practices of the 
site. 

Textbooks None 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DA1044L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE1013L/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE1063L/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE1064L/public
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DE1065L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 3   
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How   Intensive 
When Participation in regular supervision meetings 
Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of chaplaincy. They will identify the ways in which the content of 
the professional development activity is applicable to their professional context, and 
reflect on its implications for their personal practice and/or the collective practices of the 
site. 

Textbooks None 

DE2007L Principles and Context of Lutheran Schooling  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced.   3 x 2-hour webinars scheduled 31 January, 7, & 14 February 2023  
Tuesday evenings 7–9 pm (SA time) 

Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced. 3 x 2-hour webinars scheduled 31 January, 7, & 14 February 2023  

Tuesday evenings 7–9 pm (SA time) 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit provides students with the opportunity to investigate and explore the nature of 

Lutheran schooling today and consider how this is a product of Lutheran Church of 
Australia doctrine, history and core culture, and the current Australian educational 
context. Students will also consider their role as teachers in both the educational 
function and in the mission and ministry of the Church in Lutheran schools. During the 
second part of the unit, students will revisit the fundamentals of Lutheran theology and 
begin the career-long process of engaging in the dialogue between education and 
theology within a Lutheran school context.  

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran 
schools. North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as 
an ebook or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Hebart, Friedemann. One in the gospel: the Formula of Concord for our day. 2nd ed. 
Adelaide, SA: Openbook, 2000. (Also available: 3rd edition. Clovelly Park, SA: 
Australian Church Resources, 2015.) 

Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1993. 

DE3012L The Practice of Lutheran Education 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced. 3 x 2-hour webinars scheduled 1, 8 & 15 February 2023  
Wednesday evenings 7–9 pm (SA time) 

Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced. 3 x 2-hour webinars scheduled 1, 8 & 15 February 2023  

Wednesday evenings 7–9 pm 

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE1065L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE2007L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE3012L/public
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Prerequisites None 
Content This is a practical, vocational unit, focussed on the teaching of Christian studies and 

leading worship in a Lutheran school. Students will explore the concepts of Christian 
education, Christian studies and Christian worship. Current curriculum documents are 
used to plan units of work reflecting understanding of purpose and good pedagogy in 
teaching Christian Studies. Students consider various complexities and issues surrounding 
school worship while developing their own school worship service order.  

Textbooks Lutheran Education Australia. Christian Studies Curriculum Framework. Rev. ed. Adelaide, 
SA: Openbook, 2015. (Downloadable from 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276) 

DM3007L Lutheran Perspectives in Missiology 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Wed 9.30 am–10.30 am | Thur 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites 36 points in Field D  
Content Students in this unit will examine the biblical foundations for mission and the significance 

of Lutheran confessional distinctives for the mission of the church. In addition to 
assessing the Lutheran Church of Australia’s approach to world mission, students will 
evaluate the Catechumenate and other evangelism/catechetical resources. They will also 
reflect on different approaches to the starting of new congregations, and the role of 
Lutheran schooling in the mission of the church. 

Textbooks None  

DP1008L Christian Care 1 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online 
How    Online 
When Self-paced. Tutorial Wed 8.30 am-9.30 am 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending live stream   Online 
When Thur 8.30 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites  None 
Content This unit offers students an introduction to Christian pastoral care from the perspective 

of the lay and/or volunteer pastoral carer, covering the theological dimensions integrated 
with a practical CARE model of basic pastoral care, consisting of the four elements of: 
connect; actively listen; respond; and encourage. 

Textbooks None 

DP1009L Foundations of Evangelism 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content Students will reflect on their call to service in the church and the world, especially as it 

involves them in working with people who make inquiries about their faith, and will: 
study the evangelistic story of the Old and New Testament; explore the evangelistic 
implications of the theology contained in the Augsburg Confession; examine the Lutheran 
teachings of church and ministry, station and vocation, and the way they inform and 
guide evangelism; explore aspects of Australian society and reflect on cross-cultural 
issues; consider the relationship between church and society; examine the way the 
Christian faith can be lived in ordinary life.  

Textbooks None 

http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DM3007L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP1009L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP1009L/public
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DP1018L Skills for Practical Ministry 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Wed 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites  None 
Content The unit equips students with the essential practical skills that enable them more 

efficiently to carry out the daily tasks of their pastoral ministry. Topics covered include: 
pastoral self-care; developing a devotional life; setting goals; time management; 
mentoring; being a member of a team; administration; conflict resolution. 

Textbooks None 

DP1027L Christian Care 2 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online 
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites  Pastoral People 1 or Christian Care 1 

Recommended: Active involvement within a community or service area, where the 
student is able to engage in acts of pastoral care and counselling. It is also assumed that 
participants have grounding in the essentials of the Christian faith. 

Content This unit is a natural extension to Pastoral People 1. It builds on the basic care and 
counselling skills that were established in the first unit, and extends the use of those skills 
into specific pastoral contexts. 

Textbooks None 

DP1040L The One Who Serves: Foundations of Worship and Spirituality 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 11.30 am–1.00 pm  
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit covers three main areas of content:  

1. Corporate Christian worship—exploring the biblical foundation of worship, the 
understanding of worship from a Lutheran perspective, the Trinitarian and 
Christological nature of worship, worship as divine service, the work of the Holy 
Spirit through Word and Sacrament , and the purpose of the liturgy;  

2. Personal spiritual formation—exploring Christian spirituality both as a form of 
practice and as a field of theological inquiry. Luther’s catechetical framework 
serves as a resource for meditation and prayer as students learn to pray the 
catechism;  

3. The relationship between corporate worship and personal spirituality, including 
the church’s tradition of public prayer as a resource for personal spirituality. 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Lutheran hymnal with supplement. Adelaide: Lutheran 
Publishing House, 1989.  

Veith, Gene. The spirituality of the cross: the way of the first evangelicals. 2nd ed. St. 
Louis, MO: Concordia, 2010.  

DP1041L The Body of Christ: Foundations of Pastoral and Congregational Formation 

Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 9.00 am–10.30 am  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP1018L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP1027L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP1040L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP1041L/public
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Prerequisites None 
Content In this unit students will explore the theological foundations for Christian discipleship and 

pastoral ministry, and the role of pastors as leaders in Christian formation in a parish 
setting.  
Students will examine different vocational understandings in light of the church’s 
expectations of pastors, and reflect on the servant nature of pastoral ministry in light of 
reading selected biblical and theological foundations for public ministry in the church. The 
unit explores how pastor and people work together in congregational life and aims to 
equip and enable students for effective catechetical leadership in the educational 
program of a Christian congregation. 

Textbooks Weedon, William. Thank, praise, serve and obey: recover the joys of piety. St Louis, MO: 
Concordia Publishing House, 2017. 

DP2002L Introduction to Spiritual Pastoral Care and Counselling 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  None  
Content This unit offers an introduction to spiritual pastoral care and counselling in the context of 

Christian congregations and communities, geared to the perspective of the pastor and 
pastoral carers, but also incorporating the care vocations of all community members . It 
covers the classic tradition of Christian pastoral care, and its development, together with 
an overview of counselling theories and models. It includes an introduction to people-
helping skills and attitudes, aiming to develop spiritually mature, self-aware and sensitive 
pastoral carers, who are able to respond appropriately to diversity of identities and needs 
within Christian congregations and communities.. 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Commission on Worship. Rites and resources for pastoral 
care. Edited by David A. Schubert. Adelaide, SA: Openbook, 1998. 

plus 
A textbook of student choice on the basics of counselling 

DP2012L Liturgics | DP3012L Liturgics 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  None 
Content Level 2: 

This unit examines the historical origins and development of the divine service and 
analyses the services of the Lutheran Church as a whole and in their parts, considering 
scriptural foundations, ritual order, theological function, and liturgical enactment. 
Throughout the unit there is reference to, and use of, the various worship resources of 
the Lutheran Church of Australia with an aim to informed and confident preparation for 
the celebration of the church’s liturgy. 
Level 3: 
This unit examines the historical origins and development of the divine service and 
analyses the services of the Lutheran Church as a whole and in their parts, considering 
scriptural foundations, ritual order, theological function and liturgical enactment, 
including sacramental enactment and preaching. Throughout the unit there is reference 
to, and use of, the various worship resources of the Lutheran Church of Australia with an 
aim to informed and confident preparation for the celebration of the church’s liturgy. 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Lutheran hymnal with supplement. Adelaide, SA: Lutheran 
Publishing House, 1989. 

DP3003L Pastoral Theology 2 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP2002L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP2012L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3012L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3003L/public
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How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tue 1.30–3.00 pm | Thur 9.00–10.30 am  
Prerequisites 36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content This unit gives students an opportunity to reflect on the nature of the pastoral ministry 

especially as it is understood in the Lutheran Church of Australia. It focuses on the 
pastoral ministry involved at key times of people’s lives such as birth, marriage and death, 
and studies the Lutheran Church of Australia’s public Church Rites (for example, baptism, 
marriage, funeral). 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Commission on Worship. Church rites. Edited by David A. 
Schubert. Adelaide, SA: Openbook Publishers, 1996. 

Lutheran Church of Australia. Commission on Worship. Everyday prayer for 
congregations, groups and individuals. North Adelaide, SA: Commission on 
Worship, 2006. 

DP3005L Pastoral Theology 1  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 9.00 am–10.30 am | Wed 11.30 am–1.00 pm  
Scheduled Semester 2  
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Tues 1.30 pm–3.30 pm | Thur 8.30 am–9.30 am 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit provides learning experiences that assist students to better understand the 

concept of culture in general and Australian society in particular, to reflect on their own 
understanding of the church, pastoral leadership, and to develop insights for mission.  

Textbooks None 

DP3006L Pastoral Care and Counselling  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  At least 36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content This unit provides a review of basic counselling methodology and issues. The unit also 

addresses the nature of counselling within a pastoral care and parish context, considering 
ethical concerns and responding to the question of theodicy. It introduces students to 
specialised contexts of care and counselling: crisis, sickness, death, grief and mental 
illness.  

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Commission on Worship. Rites and resources for pastoral 
care. Edited by David A. Schubert. Adelaide, SA: Openbook, 1998. 

DP3015L Preaching the Word  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How    Attending on campus      Attending live stream 
When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Thur 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites At least 18 points in Field B and in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) 
Content This unit offers a comprehensive treatment on the theology, nature and function of 

preaching in the Christian church; sermon exegesis and meditation; and writing sermon 
outlines and manuscripts, children’s addresses. 

Textbooks Pless, John T. Handling the word of truth: law and gospel in the church today. Rev. ed. St 
Louis, MO: Concordia, 2015. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3005L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3006L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3015L/public
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DP3016L Preaching the Sermon 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  Preaching the Word 1 
Content This unit focuses on the practical dynamics of publicly communicating the word, and 

practising the various skills of sermon exegesis, writing and preaching, as they are 
appropriate to various preaching contexts. 

Textbooks None 

DP3021L Writing and Preaching a Sermon  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP)—normally 

DP2015L Preparing the Sermon and DP3016L Preaching the Sermon, or equivalent 

Prior to commencement of placement, completion of learning module on the University 
code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes required by the LCA 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit focuses especially on developing further 
the skills of preparing and preaching the sermon. The student will practise exegetical skills 
by working with lectionary readings for the preparation and delivery of sermons in a 
ministry context. The preparation and delivery will be regularly evaluated with the STFE 
Workplace Director. Professional ministry standards including safeguarding underpin this 
unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP3022L Leading Worship and Pastoral Acts  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP)—normally 

DP3003L Parish Ministry and DP2012L Liturgics, or equivalent.  
Prior to commencement of placement, completion of the following: learning module on 
the University code of conduct; safeguarding processes, including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA. 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit provides a formal learning process, 
including reflection and supervision, which enables a student to gain practical experience 
in an actual ministry content. The student is given the opportunity to become familiar 
with what is involved in preparing and co-ordinating public worship, leading orders of 
worship in the context of congregational life in the Lutheran Church of Australia and the 
contextual issues involved in the enactment of the rites of baptism, confirmation, 
marriage and funeral in the ministry context. LCA Professional ministry standards 
including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP3023L Teaching the Christian Faith in Ministry Context  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP), including 

DP1013L Introduction to Teaching for Ministry, or its equivalent.  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3016L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3021L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3022L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3023L/public
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Prior to commencement of placement, completion of learning module on the University 
code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes required by the LCA. 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit focuses especially on developing further 
skills in teaching the Christian faith in a variety of situations in the ministry context with 
varying levels of understanding. The students observe, analyse and reflect on the content 
and practice of the education in a ministry context and develop and enact a plan to teach 
either children, young people or adults in aspects of the Christian faith. The student has 
the opportunity to work co-operatively with the STFE workplace director as well as with 
ministry context leaders in the education program. Professional ministry standards 
including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP3024L Pastoral Care and Visitation  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  At least 36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP)  

Prior to commencement of placement, completion of learning module on the University 
code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes required by the LCA. 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit focuses especially on providing students 
with the opportunity for practising people-helping skills in a ministry context. Students 
learn about and experience pastoral care and visitation in a field experience under 
supervision of an STFE Workplace Director. Students are given a range of contexts for 
pastoral care and visitation and provided opportunity to practise using pastoral resources 
appropriately in a variety of care and visitation situations. Professional ministry standards 
including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP3025L Administration and Leadership in Ministry Context  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How  
When  
Prerequisites  36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP)  

Prior to commencement of placement, completion of learning module on the University 
code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes required by the LCA 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit focuses especially on administration and 
leadership in a ministry context. The student is supervised by the Workplace Director and 
works with ministry leaders to develop competencies and team approaches to 
administration and leadership. The unit includes an introduction to a variety of 
administrative tasks and leadership practices. Professional ministry standards including 
safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP3032L Supervised Theological Field Education  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Practicum   
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit provides students with the challenge to 

establish learning goals appropriate to their learning stage and to the actual ministry 
context in which they are placed, and to demonstrate the capacity for self-directed 
learning within the supervisory process. The unit will focus on the development of 
competency in and appropriate use of ministry skills, including theological reflection on 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3024L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3025L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3032L/public
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ministry experience and the integration of theological study and ministry practice. LCA 
professional ministry standards including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 
Co-requisites Prior to commencement of placement, completion of a learning module on the University 

code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA 

DP3033L Supervised Theological Field Education 2  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Practicum   
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  36 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit provides students with the challenge to 

establish learning goals appropriate to their learning stage and to the actual ministry 
context in which they are placed, and to demonstrate the capacity for self-directed 
learning within the supervisory process. The unit will focus on the development of 
competency in and appropriate use of ministry skills, including theological reflection on 
ministry experience and the integration of theological study and ministry practice. LCA 
professional ministry standards including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 
Co-requisites Prior to commencement of placement, completion of a learning module on the University 

code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA 

 

  

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP3033L/public
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Common Core and Capstone units 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

Diploma in Ministry Common Core units 
XD1001Z The Practice of Christian Ministry 18 
XD1002Z Introduction to Christian Spirituality and Discipleship 18 
XD1003Z Introduction to Christian Mission 18 
Undergraduate Capstone Units 
XP3001L Undergraduate Integrative Capstone 18 

 

XD1001Z The Practice of Christian Ministry 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus at UCLT    Attending live stream 
When Tues 1.30 pm –3.30 pm  
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces the key elements and considerations of engaging in the practice of 

formal and informal Christian ministry. It will assist students to understand the nature 
and breadth of the Christian ministries to which they may be called. Students will reflect 
on themselves as participants and leaders within the context of their ministry avenues. 
The unit also explores the biblical and theological basis for Christian ministry and selected 
cultural, legal, ethical and other factors relating to contemporary ministry practices. 

Textbooks None 

XD1002Z Introduction to Christian Spirituality and Discipleship 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Wed 9.30 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit assists students to become familiar with personal and communal practices of 

Christian spirituality and discipleship. It both engages them in a personal journey of 
formation and skills them up to use a range of these practices within their formal and 
informal ministry contexts, thereby engaging others in Christian formation.. 

Textbooks .  

XD1003Z Introduction to Christian Mission 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending live stream 
When Tues 7.00 pm –9.00 pm (21/2, 14/3, 28/3, 11/4, 2/5 & 16/5) 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit explores the biblical and theological basis for understanding the mission of God. 

It examines approaches to, and models of, Christian mission. It considers the need for an 
understanding of culture and context when engaging in mission. It investigates the 
elements of responsible and ethical missional practices. 

Textbooks Keller, Tim. Shaped by the Gospel: Doing Balanced, Gospel-Centered Ministry in Your City. 
Grand Rapids, MI: Zonderva, 2016. 

Rooms, Nigel and Patrick Keifert. Forming a Missional Church: Creating Deep Cultural 
Change in Congregations. Cambridge: Grove Books, 2014. 

 

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/XD1001Z/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/XD1002Z/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/XD1003Z/public
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XP3001L Undergraduate Integrative Capstone  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tuesday 8.30 am–10.30 am  
Prerequisites None 
Content This capstone unit consists of lectures, seminars, guided reading and supervised personal 

study that integrate key aspects of theology in the Lutheran tradition, to enable students 
to present a written reflection on the Church’s faith and its implications for ministry in 
contemporary settings. Students participate in a series of seminars which include 
presentations on various theological themes that demonstrate a sophisticated level of 
integrative insight and pastoral application. Students work under the direction of a 
supervisor in the preparation of a major integrative essay. 

Textbooks None 
 
 
  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/XP3001L/public
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Postgraduate units  

Field A: Humanities 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

AL9001L Hebrew 1 24 
AL9002L Hebrew 2 24 
AL9003L New Testament Greek A 24 
AL9004L New Testament Greek B 24 

 

AL9001L Hebrew 1  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus at St Barnabas    Attending live stream 
When Wed 9.00 am–12.00 noon, optional additional tutorial Tue 9.30 am-10.30 am at ALC 
Prerequisites None 
Content Unit content includes: learning the particularities of Hebrew grammar and syntax and 

biblical vocabulary with a view to being able to read and translate elementary Hebrew 
sentences into English. The unit covers just over half the material in the set text, 
whereupon Hebrew 2 focuses on the remaining material. 

Textbooks tba 

AL9002L Hebrew 2  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites AL9001L Hebrew 1 or equivalent 
Content Unit content includes: learning the particularities of Hebrew grammar and syntax and 

biblical vocabulary with a view to being able to read Hebrew and translate into English; 
developing the skills to employ standard resources (lexicon, Hebrew grammar) in the 
translation of texts from the Hebrew Bible. 

Textbooks Bartelt, Andrew H., and Andrew E. Steinmann. Fundamental Biblical 
Hebrew/Fundamental Biblical Aramaic. St Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing 
House, 2004. 

Elliger, K., and W. Rudolph, eds. Biblica Hebraica Stuttgartensia. 5th rev. ed. Stuttgart, 
Germany: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1997.  

Either:  
Brown, Francis, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs. The Brown-

Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English lexicon: with an appendix containing 
the Biblical Aramaic. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996. 

Or:  
Koehler, Ludwig, and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of 

the Old Testament. Translated by M. E. J. Richardson. Leiden: Brill, 
1994-2000. 

NOTE: Except for the Bartelt textbook, electronic versions of these resources may be 
acquired through Logos Bible Software. 

AL9003L New Testament Greek A  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tue 9.30 am–10.30 am| Wed 9.30 am–10.30 am| Thurs 9.30 am–10.30 am 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL9001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL9002L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL9003L/public
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Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to the basic morphology, syntax and vocabulary of New 

Testament Greek. Students will focus on the noun system and the present, future, and 
imperfect indicative active verb. Throughout the semester students will translate selected 
texts from the New Testament, integrating grammar with biblical examples. 

Textbooks Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek grammar. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek workbook. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

AL9004L New Testament Greek B  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites AL9003L New Testament Greek A or equivalent 
Content This unit builds on AL9003L New Testament Greek A and introduces more advanced 

grammar and vocabulary. The grammar will be supplemented with selected New 
Testament readings of increasing complexity. Some opportunity will be given to translate 
passages from other writings in Greek that were important to early Christians. 

Textbooks Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek grammar. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

Mounce, William D. Basics of biblical Greek workbook. 4th ed. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2019. 

 
  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/AL9004L/public
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Field B: Biblical Studies 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

BA8001L Introduction to the Old Testament 24 
BA8006L The Pentateuch 24 
BA9008L Prophets 24 
BN8001L Gospel Studies 1: Matthew and Mark 24 
BN8002L Introduction to the New Testament 24 
BN9003L Gospel Studies 2: Luke and John 24 
BN9011L Pauline Letters 24 
BS8042L Big Questions: Caring for the Earth 12 
BS9004L Biblical Texts and Traditions 24 
BS9020L Biblical Theology for Educators 24 
BS9021L Encounters with Biblical Theology 24 
BS9040L Big Questions: Human Sexuality 12 
BS9041L Big Questions: God for People Who Wonder 12 

 

BA8001L Introduction to the Old Testament  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus 

  Attending live stream 

  Online 

When Tue 1.30 pm–3.00 pm | Thur 11.30 pm–
1.00 pm 

Self-paced 

Prerequisites None 
Content As an introduction to the Old Testament this unit offers an overview of the textual, 

cultural, literary and theological features of the literature of the Old Testament. The 
student is introduced to topics such as inspiration, the formation of the Old Testament 
canon, historical backgrounds and issues, analytical approaches used in biblical studies, 
and the relation of interpretation to faith in this context. 

Textbooks The Bible, preferably the ESV or the NIV. The Lutheran Study Bible (CPH) is highly 
recommended, with its helpful charts, notes, etc. Please seek advice from 
lecturer before purchasing a Study Bible edition. 

Collins, John J. Introduction to the Hebrew Bible. 3rd ed. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 
2018. 

BA8006L The Pentateuch  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites BA8001L Introduction to the Old Testament, or equivalent 
Content This unit will consider selected themes and texts from the Pentateuch, including: issues of 

authorship and audience, society, geography, theology, genre, literary devices, major 
themes, and contemporary application issues. 

Textbooks Required for all students 
Lessing, R. Reed, and Andrew E. Steinmann. Prepare the way of the Lord: an introduction 

to the Old Testament. St Louis, MO: Concordia, 2014. 
Required for pastoral studies students and students with Hebrew 
Elliger, K., and W. Rudolph, eds. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia. Stuttgart: Deutsche 

Bibelgesellschaft, 1990. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA8001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA8006L/public
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Wigram, George V. The Englishman's Hebrew concordance of the Old Testament: coded 
with Strong's concordance numbers. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1995. 

Williams, Roland J. Williams’ Hebrew syntax. 3rd ed. Revised and expanded by John C. 
Beckman. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007. 

And either:  
Brown, Francis, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs. The Brown-
Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon: with an Appendix Containing the 
Biblical Aramaic. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996. 

Or:  
Koehler, Ludwig, and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of 
the Old Testament. Translated by M. E. J. Richardson. Leiden: Brill, 1994-2000. 

BA9008L Prophets  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites BA8001L Introduction to the Old Testament or equivalent 
Content This unit is designed to equip students as competent exegetes of pericopes drawn from 

the Major and Minor Prophets and prepare them for further research in the Prophets. 
The unit includes an initial focus on matters that inform the exegetical task including, for 
example, the character of prophecy in Israel and the ancient Near East, hermeneutical 
assumptions and their significance, major scholarly trends and critical approaches, the 
challenges of genre-analysis, and character/features of poetry and poetic oracles. 
Students then explore the literary and theological character of the Book of Isaiah in depth 
and several other selected prophetic books for breadth, examining their major themes 
and theological messages, literary/canonical contexts, and pastoral/contemporary 
application. 

Textbooks Required for all students 
Lessing, R. Reed, and Andrew E. Steinmann. Prepare the way of the Lord: an introduction 

to the Old Testament. St Louis, MO: Concordia, 2014. 
Required for pastoral studies students and students with Hebrew 
Elliger, K., and W. Rudolph, eds. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia. Stuttgart: Deutsche 

Bibelgesellschaft, 1990. 
Wigram, George V. The Englishman's Hebrew concordance of the Old Testament: coded 

with Strong's concordance numbers. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1995. 
Williams, Roland J. Williams’ Hebrew syntax. 3rd ed. Revised and expanded by John C. 

Beckman. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007. 
And Either:  

Brown, Francis, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs. The Brown-
Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon: with an appendix containing 
the Biblical Aramaic. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996. 

Or:  
Koehler, Ludwig, and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of 

the Old Testament. Translated by M. E. J. Richardson. Leiden: Brill, 
1994-2000. 

BN8001L Gospel Studies 1: Matthew and Mark  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  At least 48 points from a relevant discipline in Field B or New Testament Greek 
Content This unit introduces students to exegetical methods in studying the Synoptic Gospels. 

Students engage with central issues in Gospel studies—including the history of the gospel 
tradition, source analysis, provenance, literary design, and distinctive theologies—
through critical study of Matthew and Mark. Students also learn about the broader 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BA9008L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN8001L/public
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cultural and sociological contexts of gospel texts, and engage in close study of selected 
gospel pericopes, including attention to homiletical possibilities. 

Textbooks Aland, Kurt. Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum – Greek. Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Bibelgesellschaft, 1996/2001. or  
Aland, Kurt. Synopsis of the four gospels. Greek-English edition. 8th corrected ed. 

Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1987. 
Allison, Dale C. Matthew: a shorter commentary. London: T & T Clark, 2005. 
Boring, Eugene. Mark: a commentary. Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006. 
Carter, Warren. Matthew: storyteller, interpreter, evangelist. Rev. ed. Ada, MI: Baker 

Books, 2004. 
Moloney, Francis J. Mark: storyteller, interpreter, evangelist. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson 

Publishers, 2004. 
Nickle, Keith F. The Synoptic Gospels: an introduction. Revised and expanded edition. 

Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2001. 
Rhoads, David, et al. Mark as story: an introduction to the narrative of a gospel. 3rd ed. 

Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2012. [The ALC Library also holds an electronic 
edition.] 

Sanders, E. P., and Margaret Davies. Studying the synoptic gospels. London, UK: SCM 
Press, 1989. 

In addition, each student will be required to have an English study Bible (NRSV, NIV, or 
ESV, with apocrypha, preferred). 

BN8002L Introduction to the New Testament  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus 

   Attending live stream 

   Online 

When Tue 11.30 pm–1.00 pm  Self-paced 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit is an introduction to the diverse writings of the New Testament. Students will 

become familiar with the content and themes of the New Testament by reading it in its 
entirety. Moreover, they will engage with the texts in their original historical, literary, 
social, religious and theological contexts. The unit introduces issues in interpretation, 
including literary genre, the relationship between form and function, and methods of 
study. It further introduces the formation of the New Testament canon and the textual 
history of the New Testament. 

Textbooks Powell, Mark Allan. Introducing the New Testament: a historical, literary, and theological 
survey. 2nd ed. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2018. 

BN9003L Gospel Studies 2: Luke and John  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Tue 1.30 pm–4.00 pm  
Prerequisites 48 points either from a relevant discipline in Field B or in New Testament Greek 
Content This unit offers advanced exegetical study of two gospels, Luke and John. The unit will 

consider questions of authorship, context, structure, key literary features and theological 
themes in each gospel. Discussion of selected themes and exegesis of selected pericopes 
from each gospel will assist the student in consolidating exegetical skills and enhance 
their appreciation of the distinctive character of each gospel. 

Textbooks Brown, Raymond E. An introduction to the Gospel of John. Edited by Francis J. Moloney. 
Anchor Bible Reference Library. New York: Doubleday, 2003. 

Tuckett, Christopher M. Luke. London: Continuum, 2004. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN8002L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN9003L/public
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BN9011L Pauline Letters  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus   Attending live stream 
When Thur 1.30 pm–4.00 pm 
Prerequisites At least 48 points from a relevant discipline in Field B or New Testament Greek 
Content This postgraduate elective gives students an opportunity to develop exegetical skills 

through close reading of Pauline letters. Students will engage in historical, literary, and 
theological study of at least two of Paul’s letters. In particular, they will engage with key 
elements in Paul’s explication of Christian faith and ethics. 

Textbooks A Greek New Testament.  
Aland, Barbara, and Kurt Aland, eds. The Greek New Testament (with dictionary). 4th rev. 

ed. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2001. 
or 
Aland, Barbara, and Kurt Aland, eds. Novum Testamentum Graece. 28th ed. Stuttgart: 

Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2012. 
Fitzmyer, Joseph. First Corinthians: a new translation with introduction and commentary. 

New Haven: Yale, 2008. 
Stuhlmacher, Peter. Paul’s letter to the Romans: a commentary. Louisville, KY: 

Westminster John Knox Press, 1994. 
 

BS8042L Big Questions: Caring for the Earth  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequistes  None 
Content In this unit students will consider how the Scriptures of Old and New Testaments 

represent living traditions rather than mere inert texts and continue to inform issues in 
the world. In particular, this unit will explore how Christian communities, including 
Lutheran communities, have understood and used the Scriptures to inform understanding 
of earth care and how the biblical meta-narrative with Christ at its centre can still inform 
a response to contemporary questions of stewardship towards the earth. 

Textbooks None 

BS9004L Biblical Texts and Traditions  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023  
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content In this unit students will explore the role of tradition in the formation of the biblical texts 

and the canon, and the relationship between the Bible and the continuing tradition of 
interpretation; considering how Christian communities, including Lutheran, have 
understood and used the Scriptures. 

Textbooks Brueggemann, Walter, and Tod Linafelt. An Introduction to the Old Testament: the canon 
and Christian imagination. 2nd ed. Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2012. 

Bunge, Marcia, ed. The child in the Bible. Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2008. 
The Bible, preferably the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) or Today’s New 

International Version (TNIV) and preferably in the form of a study Bible. 

BS9020L Biblical Theology for Educators  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BN9011L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS8042L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS9004L/public
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When Self-paced 
Prerequisites  None 
Content This unit engages students with the discipline of biblical theology, which integrates the 

contents and theological themes of the Old and New Testaments as the essential 
foundation for Christian faith, life, and ministry. It provides an opportunity for students to 
listen to the text in fresh ways—not just its harmonies, but also its creative dissonances. 
Students will be challenged and nurtured to think theologically and pastorally about these 
themes (and others), and to reflect critically on the claims of Christian faith regarding the 
contemporary world and an educational context. The unit proceeds by identifying and 
expounding five broad and interrelated themes: our relational God, our suffering God and 
the atonement, our troubling God, eschatology, and God and human sexuality. 

Textbooks Fretheim, Terence E. Creation untamed: the Bible, God, and natural disasters. Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2010. (ALC Library also holds an ebook of this text) 

The Bible, preferably the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) or Today’s New 
International Version (TNIV) and preferably in the form of a study Bible. 

BS9021L Encounters with Biblical Theology  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 24 points in Field B—Biblical Studies 
Content In this unit, students will engage in an in-depth study of broad and interrelated themes of 

the Old and New Testaments, including: our relational God, our suffering God and human 
suffering, our troubling God, our God of hope, our God and human sexuality. Students 
will be challenged to listen to the biblical text in fresh ways—not just in its harmonies, but 
also its creative dissonances. This will raise and encourage evaluation of appropriate 
theological and pastoral responses to critical questions arising from their contemporary 
context in relation to these themes. 

Textbooks None 
Prohibited 
combinations 

BS9020L Biblical Theology for Educators, BS8040L Big Questions: Human Sexuality and 
BS8041L Big Questions: God for People Who Wonder 

BS9040L Big Questions: Human Sexuality  
Prerequisites None 
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced  
Content In this unit students will consider how the Scriptures of Old and New Testaments 

represent living traditions rather than mere inert texts and continue to inform issues in 
the world. In particular, this unit will explore how Christian communities, including 
Lutheran communities, have understood and used the Scriptures to inform questions of 
human sexuality and how a biblical meta-narrative with Christ at its centre can still inform 
a response to contemporary issues arising from these questions. 

Textbooks None 

BS9041L Big Questions: God for People Who Wonder  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced  
Prerequisites None 
Content In this unit students will examine how biblical scholars, theologians, and Christian 

communities have understood then responded to questions raised about the Bible's 
portrait of a so-called dark side of God; for example, in stories about the conquest of 
Canaan, acts of divine vengeance against transgressors, and incidents of sexual brutality. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS9021L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/BS8040L/public
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These stories continue to be highly problematic for many people, both within the church 
and by its critics. This unit will critically engage and evaluate ways of making sense of this 
troubling God of the text, and reflect on how a biblical meta-narrative with Christ at its 
centre continues to challenge and inform Christian responses to questions about divine 
and human violence. 

Textbooks None 
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Field C: Christian Thought and History 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value 

CH8741Z Christian History: The first 1500 years 24 
CH8003L Reform of the Church 24 
CH8040L To the Ends of the Earth: The History of Lutheranism in Australia 24 
CT8001L The Christ-centred School 24 
CT8002L The Christian Faith Today 24 
CT8003L Prolegomena and the Triune God 24 
CT8005L Lutheran Confessions 24 
CT8006L Formula of Concord 24 
CT8007L Apologetics and World Religions 24 
CT8021L Christian Spirituality: A Lutheran Perspective 24 
CT8041L Worldly Wisdom: Interactions between Philosophy and Theology in the West  24 
CT9004L Theological Foundations for Educators 24 
CT9009L Sanctification  24 
CT9010L Creation and Redemption 24 
CT9011L Moral Theology 24 

 

CH8741Z Christian History: The first 1500 years  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus at UCLT     Attending live stream 
When Thur 2.00 pm–5.00 pm 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to the study of the history of the Christian Church with 

particular focus on Christian mission to 1500CE. This will include consideration of the 
impact of that mission on Australia, both in history and as it relates to contemporary 
issues. It will address the development of Christianity in the Roman Empire to the middle 
of the Fifth Century and the expansion of Christianity beyond the Roman Empire to 
Britain, northern and eastern Europe, North Africa and Asia. It considers key movements 
within Christianity before the Reformation. 

Textbooks None 

CH8003L Reform of the Church  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit enables students to critically analyse and evaluate the history of the 

Reformation era, so that they may better understand the Lutheran tradition as a 
movement for evangelical reform within the church catholic. Students will engage with 
the late medieval period, through the various European reformations to the end of the 
sixteenth century. This study will include a special focus on the career of Martin Luther 
and the Lutheran reformation but will also include the reform movements led by Zwingli 
and Calvin; the radical reformers; the expansion of the reformation movement in Europe; 
Catholic renewal; and the legacies of reformations. 

Textbooks Hendrix, Scott H. Martin Luther: visionary reformer. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2015.  

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/CH8741Z/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CH8003L/public
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Luther, Martin. The Freedom of a Christian, 1520: the annotated Luther study edition. 
Edited by Timothy J. Wengert. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2016. 
(This document is also found in a larger collection which you may prefer to get: 
Wengert, Timothy J., ed. The annotated Luther: the roots of reform. Minneapolis, 
MN: Fortress Press, 2015.) 

CH8040L To the Ends of the Earth: The History of Lutheranism in Australia 
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to key people, events, and doctrinal themes in the history of 

Lutheranism in Australia. Students will critically analyse and evaluate the Lutheran 
emigration to Australia, settlement, growth, schooling, early mission, persecution, union, 
and theological vision. In the context of this history, students will reflect on the issues 
currently facing the Lutheran Church of Australia. As part of this unit, students will 
engage in primary research on a local part of the story of Australian Lutheran history 
which is of personal interest to them. 

Textbooks Leske, Everard. For faith and freedom: the story of Lutherans and Lutheranism in Australia 
1836-1996. Rev. ed. Brompton, SA: Friends of Lutheran Archives, 2009. 

CT8001L The Christ-Centred School 
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites DE8004L Introduction to Lutheran Education (may be taken concurrently) 
Content This is a thematic unit drawing material from the disciplines of systematic theology, 

biblical studies and education. Its primary purpose is for students to come to an 
enhanced understanding of Christ from a biblical and theological perspective and hence 
be able to reflect in an informed manner on what it means when schools of the Lutheran 
Church of Australia claim to be ‘Christ-centred’ and use ‘the Word of God with the gospel 
of Christ at its heart to inform all learning and teaching, all human relationships, and all 
activities of the school’ (LEA, 2006). In the light of these claims, students will also consider 
what it means for the teacher to be part of the mission and ministry of the church 
through its schools. This is the second of three units designed to explore the core nature 
and practice of an authentic Lutheran school. 

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Drane, John. Introducing the Old Testament. 3rd ed. Oxford, UK: Lion, 2011. 
Drane, John. Introducing the New Testament. 3rd ed. Oxford, UK: Lion, 2010. 
Marty, Martin E. Lutheran questions, Lutheran answers: exploring Christian faith. 

Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Books, 2007. 

CT8002L The Christian Faith Today  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online   

When Self-paced with fortnightly tutorial Tue 9.30am – 10.30am 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced with fortnightly tutorial Wed 9.30am – 10.30am 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CH8040L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8001L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8002L/public
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Prerequisites None 
Content In the unit students examine and reflect on the basic teachings of the Christian faith from 

a Lutheran theological perspective. Students explore the meaning and significance of the 
theology linked to each of the three articles of the Apostles’ Creed. This is done with 
reference to the contemporary context in which students do theology. The theological 
focus in the unit is Lutheran with a Christological emphasis, and using an approach which 
invites students to reflect theologically on the Christian faith in the context of a 
religiously diverse world. 

Textbooks Hebart, Friedemann. One in the gospel: the Formula of Concord for our day. 2nd ed. 
Adelaide SA: Openbook, 2000. (Also available: 3rd edition, 2015. Clovelly Park, 
SA: Australian Church Resources.) 

Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia, 1993. 
Lockwood, Peter. Introducing the Christian faith. Rev. ed. Adelaide, SA: Australian 

Lutheran College, 2016. (Provided) 
Bible—Preferably the NRSV or the TNIV 

Prohibited 
combinations 

CT9004L Theological Foundations for Educators 

CT8003L Prolegomena and the Triune God  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus      Attending live stream 
When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Thur 9.00 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit first examines topics traditionally covered by prolegomena. It begins by 

reflecting on the nature of theology and its relation to receptive spirituality as well as 
examining the distinctive characteristics of a Lutheran approach to doing theology. The 
unit introduces the nature and function of Scripture, and its relation to reason, tradition, 
and experience as well as an introduction to Lutheran hermeneutics.  
The second part of the unit examines the biblical and theological teaching of the triune 
God as expressed in terms of the immanent and the economic Trinity. The unit will also 
explore the modern discussion on the Trinity, including: the Fatherhood of God; the name 
of God in Feminist Theology; the question of the eternal subordination of the Son; and 
the filioque. The unit is designed to give the student the necessary basis for further study 
in systematic theology. 

Textbooks Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. Saint Louis, MO: Concordia, 1993. 
McGrath, Alister E. Christian theology: an introduction. 5th ed. New York, NY: Wiley 

Blackwell, 2011. (Available as an ebook from the ALC Library.) 

CT8005L Lutheran Confessions  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus 

   Attending live stream 

   Online 

When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Wed 11.30 am–1.00 
pm 

Self-paced 

Prerequisites None 
Content This unit is an introduction to the Lutheran Confessions as contained in the Book of 

Concord. It concentrates on the overall content of the Lutheran Confessions, especially 
the Augsburg Confession and Its Apology, the Smalcald Articles, and Luther’s Catechisms, 
to help students appreciate the background and main themes of the confessions for the 
study of theology and for the life of the church. 

Textbooks Gassmann, Gunther, and Scott Hendrix. Fortress introduction to the Lutheran Confessions. 
Philadelphia, PA: Fortress, 1999. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8003L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8005L/public
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McCain, Paul Timothy, Robert Cleveland Baker, Gene Edward Veith, and Edward Andrew 
Engelbrecht. Concordia: the Lutheran confessions: a reader’s edition of the 
Book of Concord. 2nd ed. St Louis, MO: CPH, 2006.  

Wengert, Timothy J. The Augsburg Confession: renewing Lutheran faith and practice. 
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2020. 

CT8006L Formula of Concord 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus      Attending live stream 
When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Wed 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites  At least 24 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) is desirable 
Content Students will focus on the place of the Lutheran Confessions in the church today and 

reflect on the implications of that for their own leadership role. In particular students will 
examine the historical background to the Formula of Concord; study the controversies 
that led to the different articles being included; develop an understanding of the role 
played by the main formulators of the Formula; research and analyse some of the twelve 
articles in detail and participate in peer discussion of those articles; and, explore the 
implications of the Formula for the life of the church today. 

Textbooks Arand, Charles P., James A. Nestingen, and Robert Kolb. The Lutheran Confessions: history 
and theology of the Book of Concord. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2012, or 

One of the following: 
Kolb, Robert, and Timothy J. Wengert, eds. Book of Concord on CD-ROM. 

Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2002, or 
Kolb, Robert, and Timothy J. Wengert, eds. The Book of Concord: the confessions 

of the Evangelical Lutheran Church. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 
2000, or 

McCain, P.T., ed. Concordia: the Lutheran confessions: a reader’s edition of the 
Book of Concord. 2nd ed. St Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 
2006, or 

Tappert, Theodore, ed. The Book of Concord. Minneapolis MN: Augsburg 
Fortress, 1959. 

CT8007L Apologetics and World Religions  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How   Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Thur 8.30 am–10.30 am  
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit enables the student to critically engage with arguments against theism, and 

Christianity in particular, while also evaluating and creating Christian responses to these 
arguments. Then, with an apologetic focus, students will analyse the world’s major 
religions, engaging their key sources and creating Christian responses to their theological 
visions. 

Textbooks None 

CT8021L Christian Spirituality: A Lutheran Perspective  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit explores the nature of Christian spirituality from a Lutheran perspective. 

Attention is given to how spirituality is affected by personal experience and context and 
how this in turn is expressed in both beliefs and practices. The unit examines the key 
elements and emphases of Lutheran spirituality and explores a number of personal and 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8006L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8007L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8021L/public
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corporate spiritual disciplines as well as various traditions in Christian spirituality. The unit 
concludes with an analysis of secular spirituality today. 

Textbooks None 

CT8041L Worldly Wisdom: Interactions between Philosophy and Theology in the West  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content What are human beings and what is our purpose? What can we know about God and 

how? What is the nature of reality and existence? In this survey unit, students will be 
introduced to how key Western philosophers have answered these questions. Beginning 
with Plato and ending with contemporary philosophy, students will be introduced to key 
movements and themes in the history of Western philosophy, including modernism and 
post-modernism. Attention will also be given to how philosophy relates to Christian 
theology. In tracing the history of philosophy to the present moment, students will also 
be introduced to the philosophical assumptions of life in the Western world today, 
including in Australia. 

Textbooks None 

CT9004L Theological Foundations for Educators  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content The unit introduces students to theology for educators, providing a theological 

foundation for teachers and leaders in Lutheran and other Christian schools. While the 
unit sits within the discipline of systematic theology, it challenges students to 
demonstrate theological knowledge, understanding and expertise through theological 
reflection on educational issues. Students will engage with areas of theology which are 
especially foundational for the Christian education context. Attention will be given to 
theology linked to each of the three articles of the Apostles’ Creed. The theological focus 
in the unit is Lutheran with a Christological emphasis, and using an approach which 
invites students to consider other theological perspectives in the light of a Lutheran 
position. 

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Bible—Preferably the NRSV or the TNIV (Study Bible).  
Hebart, Friedemann. 2015. One in the gospel: the Formula of Concord for our day. 3rd ed. 

Clovelly Park, SA: Australian Church Resources. 
Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia 

Publishing House, 1993. 
Lockwood, Peter. Introducing the Christian faith. Rev. ed. Adelaide, SA: Australian 

Lutheran College, 2016. (provided)  
Lutheran Education Australia. A vision for learners and learning in Lutheran schools. Rev. 

ed. North Adelaide, SA: LEA, 2013. Accessed 28 November 2017. 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/download/a-vision-for-learners-and-learning-book/ 

Prohibited 
combinations 

CT8002L The Christian Faith in Modern Context 

CT9009L Sanctification  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT8041L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT9004L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/download/a-vision-for-learners-and-learning-book/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT9009L/public
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How — 
When — 
Prerequisites 24 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) 
Content This unit reflects on the doctrinal content of the third article of the creed and examines 

the relationship between justification and sanctification. Particular attention is given to 
characteristically Lutheran emphases in pneumatology, the Christian life, ecclesiology, 
sacramental theology and eschatology. 

Textbooks Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1993. 

McGrath, Alister E. Christian theology: an introduction. 5th ed. Oxford, UK: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2011. (Available as an ebook from the ALC Library) 

CT9010L Creation and Redemption  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 1.30 pm–3.00 pm | Thur 11.30 am–1.00 pm  
Prerequisites 24 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) 
Content The first half of the unit explores the theology of creation with attention paid to the 

contemporary discussion on the relation between science and theology. Apart from the 
doctrine of creation (and continuing creation), the first half of the unit also includes 
theological anthropology, sin and evil and the problem of theodicy.  

The second half of the unit focuses on redemption and Christology. It begins with looking 
at the relation between the person and work of Christ. Particular attention is given to the 
doctrine of the incarnation (the two natures of Christ) and the various theories of the 
atonement.  

The unit concludes with a discussion of Christ’s descent into hell, his bodily resurrection, 
his ascension and his presence in the church today. 

Textbooks Kolb, Robert. The Christian faith: a Lutheran exposition. St Louis, MO: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1993. 

McGrath, Alister E. Christian theology: an introduction. 5th ed. Oxford, UK: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2011. (Available as ebook from the ALC Library) 

CT9011L Moral Theology  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites At least 24 points in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) 
Content This unit examines the theological foundations of Christian ethics from a Lutheran 

perspective. The unit also explores the application of moral theology to selected ethical 
issues. The various ethical issues that will be considered in the unit include abortion, 
euthanasia, sexuality, marriage, economics and politics, environmental issues, and war 
and violence. 

Textbooks Bloomquist, Karen L., and John R. Stumme, eds. The promise of Lutheran ethics. 
Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 1998. 

  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT9010L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/CT9011L/public
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Field D: Theology: Mission and Ministry 

Unit code  Unit name Point 
value  

DA8001L Introduction to Christian Care 24 
DA8040L Big Questions: School Worship 12 
DA9001L Leadership for a Christian Context 24 
DA9044L Chaplaincy: Spiritual Care in Public Places  24 
DE8004L Introduction to Lutheran Education 24 
DE8013L Introduction to Teaching for Ministry 24 
DE8029L Teaching in a Theological Education Context 24 
DE8030L Introduction to Theological Education 8 
DE8031L Principles of Teaching in Higher Education 16 
DE8032L Journey of Theological Education 16 
DE8033L Integrity in Higher Education 16 
DE8034L Specialist Applications in Higher Education 16 
DE8040L Service-Learning and Community Engagement: The Connection of Head, 

Heart and Hands 
12 

DE8041L Service-Learning and Community Engagement: Who is My Neighbour? 12 
DE8060L Professional Development in Service-Learning 1  4 
DE8061L Professional Development in Service Learning 2  4 
DE8062L Professional Development in Service-Learning 3 4 
DE8063L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 1  4 
DE8064L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 2 4 
DE8065L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 3  4 
DE8066L Professional Development in Lutheran Education 1 4 
DE8067L Professional Development in Lutheran Education 2 4 
DE8068L Professional Development in Lutheran Education 3 4 
DE9001L Spiritual Dimensions of Leadership in Christian Education 24 
DE9014L Education and Theology in Dialogue Part A 12 
DE9015L Education and Theology in Dialogue Part B 12 
DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue 24 
DE9019L Lutheran Perspectives on Schooling 24 
DE9035L Ethics, Values and Decision Making for Educators 24 
DM9007L Lutheran Distinctives in Missiology and Evangelism 24 
DP8005L Pastoral Theology 1 24 
DP8012L Liturgics 24 
DP8040L The One Who Serves: Foundations of Worship and Spirituality  24 
DP8041L The Body of Christ: Foundations of Pastoral and Congregational 

Formation  
24 

DP9003L Pastoral Theology 2 24 
DP9006L Pastoral Care and Counselling 24 
DP9015L Preaching the Word  24 
DP9021L Ministry Placement: Writing and Preaching a Sermon  24 
DP9022L  Ministry Placement: Leading Worship and Pastoral Acts 24 
DP9032L Supervised Theological Field Education 24 
DP9033L Supervised Theological Field Education 2 24 
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Unit code  Unit name Point 
value  

DR8012L Teaching in a Lutheran Education Context 24 
DR9032L Teaching and Leading Christian Studies 24 
DR9040L Leading Christian Studies 12 

 

DA8001L Introduction to Christian Care 
Scheduled Semester 1  
Delivery mode Online 
How    Online 
When Self-paced. Tutorial Wed 8.30 am-9.30 am 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online 
How   Attending on campus 

  Attending live stream 

  Online 

When Self-paced. Tutorial Thur 8.30 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces the theory and practice of Christian care. It aims to equip people to 

better care for others in their congregation and community. It covers the theological basis 
for Christian care and introduces foundational helping skills using the C-A-R-E model of 
Christian care, which consists of the four elements of: Connecting; Active listening; 
Responding; and Encouraging. The last section of the unit extends the use of these caring 
skills into the specific ministry contexts of: Suffering, illness, and hospitalization; Dying 
and death; Loss and grief; and Aging. 

Textbooks  

DA8040L Big Questions: School Worship  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit is an exploration of the theology and practice of Christian worship in Christian 

schools. Students focus on the nature of Christian worship, especially within the Lutheran 
tradition, and the forms worship assumes in Christian schools and early learning centres. 
Students develop practical skills for planning, conducting, and overseeing worship in 
education contexts. 

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

DA9001L Leadership for a Christian Context  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit engages students in a dialogue between leadership theory and Christian context, 

in light of key theological understandings (for example, theology of the cross, vocation, 
new life in Christ) and reflection on formation of personal leadership practice.  

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/DA8001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DA8040L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DA9001L/public
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or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Berntsen, John A. Cross-shaped leadership: on the rough and tumble of parish practice. 
Herndon, VA: The Alban Institute, 2008. 

Veith, Gene E. The spirituality of the cross: the way of the first evangelicals. Rev. ed. 
St Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 2010. 

DA9044L Chaplaincy: Spiritual Care in Public Places  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit engages students in theological reflection on the ministry of chaplaincy and 

provision of spiritual care in public places. Students will critically examine the biblical, 
theological and pastoral bases for chaplaincy, and reflect on the relationship between 
pastoral and spiritual care within the variety of contexts in which chaplaincy ministry can 
be expressed. Study in this unit will encourage critical reflection and evaluation of a range 
of methodologies and methods to negotiate the identity and practice of spiritual care 
outside of the church. 

Textbooks None 

DE8004L Introduction to Lutheran Education  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online Additional webinar 

Tuesday evenings 7–9 pm (SA time) 
When Self-paced 31 January, 7 & 14 February 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites None 
Content This is a thematic unit drawing material from the disciplines of biblical studies, systematic 

theology, history and education. It is an introduction to Lutheran education considered 
from a number of perspectives: the history of the Lutheran Church of Australia  and the 
development of the Lutheran school system; the Bible as the key theological text for the 
church and its schools; and theological understandings which underpin practice in 
schools. The topic of creation is used as a framework to integrate biblical, theological and 
educational material in order to explore the core nature and practice of an authentic 
Lutheran school. This is the first in a series of three units with this overarching purpose. 

Textbooks The Bible, preferably the NRSV or the TNIV 
Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 

North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Drane, John. Introducing the Old Testament. 3rd ed. Oxford, UK: Lion, 2011. 
Drane, John. Introducing the New Testament. 3rd ed. Oxford, UK: Lion, 2010. 

DE8013L Introduction to Teaching for Ministry 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How  Attending on campus   Attending on campus 
When Thur 2.00 pm–4.00 pm  
Prerequisites  None 

http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DA9044L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8004L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8013L/public
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Content This unit provides the opportunity for students to explore the nature of learners and 
learning and to develop skills in facilitating effective learning in ministry contexts. 
Learning theory and what this indicates about good teaching practice, particularly when 
working with adults, will be considered and applied. Opportunities to practise, critique 
and peer review the strategies and instructional skills of good teaching will be inherent in 
the course. 

Textbooks None 

DE8029L Teaching in a Theological Education Context  
Contact the ALC Dean to discuss enrolment in GCTE units. 

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  None 
Content Lecture theatres have in recent history been perceived as physical, teacher-centred, 

orderly, transmissive and passive. Contemporary higher education classrooms can be 
virtual, learner-centred, non-linear, transformative and active. Teaching is viewed as a 
continually evolving activity based on engagement, review, reflection and revision in 
order to best address the needs of 21st century higher education student cohorts. Within 
the context of theological education. This unit considers the theories and best practice in 
contemporary higher education teaching and which follow from what research reveals 
about adult learning, both online and face-to-face. The unit invites participants to 
consider their vocation as a higher education teacher and examine their practices in the 
light of their personal journey as a theological educator and the institutional 
understanding of theological education demonstrated by their context. 

Textbooks At least one of: 
• Biggs, John B. Teaching for quality learning at university: what the student does. 

4th ed. Philadelphia: Society for Research into Higher Education: Open University 
Press, 2011. 

• Mortiboys, Alan. How to be an effective teacher in higher education: answers to 
lecturers’ questions. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 2010. 

• Ramsden, Paul. Learning to teach in higher education. London: Routledge, 1992. 
• Rogers, Jenny. Adults learning. 5th ed. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 

2007. 
Prohibited 
combinations 

DE8030L Introduction to Theological Education and DE8031L Principles of Teaching in 
Higher Education 

DE8030L Introduction to Theological Education  
Contact the ALC Dean to discuss enrolment in GCTE units. 

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  None 
Content This unit describes the relationship between theological education and higher education 

in Australia. It invites participants to consider their own views and vocation. It examines 
such issues as the expectations of churches, experiences of students, and the nature of 
the many theological education institutions. 

Textbooks None 
Prohibited 
combinations 

DE8029L Teaching in a Theological Education Context 

DE8031L Principles of Teaching in Higher Education  
Contact the ALC Dean to discuss enrolment in GCTE units.  

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8029L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8030L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8031L/public
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When — 
Prerequisites  DE8030L Introduction to Theological Education 
Content Lecture theatres have in recent history been perceived as physical, teacher-centred, 

orderly, transmissive and passive. Contemporary higher education classrooms can 
be virtual, learner-centred, non-linear, transformative and active. Teaching is viewed as a 
continually evolving activity based on engagement, review, reflection and revision in 
order to best address the needs of 21st century higher education student cohorts. This 
unit considers the theories and best practice in contemporary higher education teaching 
and adult learning, both online and face-to-face. 

Textbooks At least one of: 
• Biggs, John B. Teaching for quality learning at university: what the student does. 

4th ed. Philadelphia: Society for Research into Higher Education: Open University 
Press, 2011. 

• Mortiboys, Alan. How to be an effective teacher in higher education: answers to 
lecturers’ questions. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 2010. 

• Ramsden, Paul. Learning to teach in higher education. London: Routledge, 1992. 
• Rogers, Jenny. Adults learning. 5th ed. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 

2007. 
Prohibited 
combinations 

DE8029L Teaching in a Theological Education Context 

DE8032L Journey of Theological Education  
Contact the ALC Dean to discuss enrolment in GCTE units. 

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  None 
Content Multiple journeys converge in contemporary theological education. There is the story of 

God's people learning and teaching the faith; the story of development of higher 
education from the cathedral schools of the middle ages; the story of recent 
developments in regulation and accreditation in higher education that shape and limit the 
practice of tertiary teaching; the journey of teacher and student through the theological 
education process; and the story of the institution/s in which they engage. This unit seeks 
to provide an understanding of these stories as a basis for teaching and for self-
understanding by teachers and students. 

Textbooks None 

DE8033L Integrity in Higher Education  
Contact the ALC Dean to discuss enrolment in GCTE units  

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  Either DE8029L Teaching in a Theological Education Context or both DE8030L Introduction 

to Theological Education and DE8031L Principles of Teaching in Higher Education 
Content This unit explores integrity in teaching practice and in professional identity. It explores 

the educator’s integrity as reflective learner/practitioner, teacher/assessor/evaluator, 
institutional/disciplinary representative, and their role with peers and students. It 
addresses issues of alignment with traditions and missions of academic and ecclesial 
institutions, including academic freedom and personal integrity. 

Textbooks At least one of: 
• Biggs, John B. Teaching for quality learning at university: what the student does. 

4th ed. Philadelphia: Society for Research into Higher Education: Open University 
Press, 2011. 

• Mortiboys, Alan. How to be an effective teacher in higher education: answers to 
lecturers’ questions. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 2010. 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8032L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8033L/public
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• Ramsden, Paul. Learning to teach in higher education. London: Routledge, 1992. 
• Rogers, Jenny. Adults learning. 5th ed. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 

2007. 

DE8034L Specialist Applications in Higher Education  
Contact the ALC Dean to discuss enrolment in GCTE units. 

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  Either DE8029L Teaching in a Theological Education Context or both DE8030L Introduction 

to Theological Education and DE8031L Principles of Teaching in Higher Education  
Content The student will choose an area in which to focus and will construct a learning task and 

assessment for themselves requiring clear learning outcomes and strategy, aligned 
assessment task/s, and a clear marking rubric.  

Textbooks Reading will be established based on the area that the student will be undertaking. 

DE8040L Service-Learning and Community Engagement: The Connection of Head, Heart and Hands 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Please contact ALC for further information  
How    Online webinars 
When — 
Prerequisites  None 
Content Service-Learning and Community Engagement (S-LCE) features in many schools. This unit 

assists students to explore the relationship between service and learning, including its 
significance and place in schools. The theological content includes aspects of creation and 
ongoing creation (focusing on Luther’s understanding of vocation) and theology of the 
cross.  

Attention will be given to Service-Learning’s connections to all dimensions of the 
Australian Curriculum, conceptual thinking and innovative pedagogical practices to enrich 
students’ head, heart and hands learning. 

Textbooks None 

DE8041L Service-Learning and Community Engagement: Who is My Neighbour? 
This is a unit in the Graduate Certificate in Education and Theology ‘Big Questions’ series that explores topics of 
relevance for 21st century educators.  

DE8041L focuses on community engagement, and students are encouraged to pair it with DE8040L Service-
Learning and Community Engagement: The connection of Head, Heart and Hands which focuses on the topic of 
service-learning.  

Scheduled 19/08/2022–8/10/2022 
Delivery mode Online – Synchronous  
How    Online webinars 
When 19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
Prerequisites None 
Content Service-Learning and Community Engagement (S-LCE) recognises that schools are shaped 

by their context and have multiple community connections (local, church, global). This 
unit explores these connections. The theological topics include aspects of creation and 
ongoing creation, focusing on community, reciprocity and relationships.  

The overarching question ‘Who is my neighbour?’ challenges students to examine 
schools’ existing community connections as well as to identify the skills and attributes 
required for all to be active learners and respectful social and environmental 
contributors. 

Textbooks None 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8034L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8040L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8041L/public
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DE8060L Professional Development in Service-Learning 1  
Scheduled 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Intensive  
How   Intensive 
When 18–19 March (3½ hours each day) 

19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
29–30 September (3½ hours each day) 

Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of Service-Learning. They will identify the ways in which the 
content of the professional development activity is applicable to their school, early 
childhood service or agency, and reflect on its implications for their personal practice 
and/or the collective practices of the site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8061L Professional Development in Service-Learning 2  
Scheduled 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Intensive 
How   Intensive 
When 18–19 March (3½ hours each day) 

19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
29–30 September (3½ hours each day) 

Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of Service-Learning. They will identify the ways in which the 
content of the professional development activity is applicable to their school, early 
childhood service or agency, and reflect on its implications for their personal practice 
and/or the collective practices of the site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8062L Professional Development in Service-Learning 3  
Scheduled 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Intensive  
How   Intensive 
When 18–19 March (3½ hours each day) 

19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
29–30 September (3½ hours each day)) 

Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of Service-Learning. They will identify the ways in which the 
content of the professional development activity is applicable to their school, early 
childhood service or agency, and reflect on its implications for their personal practice 
and/or the collective practices of the site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8063L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 1  
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How   Intensive 
When Participation in regular supervision meetings 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8060L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8061L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8062L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8063L/public
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Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of chaplaincy. They will identify the ways in which the content of 
the professional development activity is applicable to their professional context, and 
reflect on its implications for their personal practice and/or the collective practices of the 
site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8064L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 2  
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How   Intensive 
When Participation in regular supervision meetings 
Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of chaplaincy. They will identify the ways in which the content of 
the professional development activity is applicable to their professional context, and 
reflect on its implications for their personal practice and/or the collective practices of the 
site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8065L Professional Development in Chaplaincy 3   
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How   Intensive 
When Participation in regular supervision meetings 
Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of chaplaincy. They will identify the ways in which the content of 
the professional development activity is applicable to their professional context, and 
reflect on its implications for their personal practice and/or the collective practices of the 
site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8066L Professional Development in Lutheran Education 1 
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Intensive  
How   Intensive 
When 18–19 March (3½ hours each day) 

19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
29–30 September (3½ hours each day)) 

Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of Lutheran Education. They will identify the ways in which the 
content of the professional development activity is applicable to their school, early 
childhood service or agency, and reflect on its implications for their personal practice 
and/or the collective practices of the site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8067L Professional Development in Lutheran Education 2 
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Intensive  

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8064L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8065L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8066L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8067L/public
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How   Intensive 
When 18–19 March (3½ hours each day) 

19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
29–30 September (3½ hours each day)) 

Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of Lutheran Education. They will identify the ways in which the 
content of the professional development activity is applicable to their school, early 
childhood service or agency, and reflect on its implications for their personal practice 
and/or the collective practices of the site. 

Textbooks None 

DE8068L Professional Development in Lutheran Education 3 
Scheduled 4/02/2023 – 14/02/2023 | 18/03/2023–15/04/2023 | 19/08/2023–29/09/2023 | 

29/09/2023–10/10/2023 
Delivery mode Intensive  
How   Intensive 
When 18–19 March (3½ hours each day) 

19–20 August (3½ hours each day) 
29–30 September (3½ hours each day)) 

Prerequisites None 
Content Students will participate in a minimum of six hours of synchronous professional 

development in the area of Lutheran Education. They will identify the ways in which the 
content of the professional development activity is applicable to their school, early 
childhood service or agency, and reflect on its implications for their personal practice 
and/or the collective practices of the site. 

Textbooks None 

DE9001L Spiritual Dimensions of Leadership in Christian Education  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites DA9001L Leadership for a Christian Context or equivalent leadership theory unit 
Content The unit considers the place and importance of spirituality in its various forms within 

educational leadership. It then focuses on Christian spirituality (particularly the Lutheran 
tradition) in the lives of school leaders, including the spiritual disciplines which support 
their leadership role. The unit concludes with a focus on the spiritual dimension of school 
life, including corporate and individual worship and service. 

Textbooks Hanson, Bradley. A graceful life: Lutheran spirituality for today. Minneapolis, MN: 
Augsburg, 2000. 

Rohr, Richard. Falling upwards: a spirituality for the two halves of life. San Francisco, CA: 
Jossey-Bass, 2011. 

DE9014L Education and Theology in Dialogue Part A 
Scheduled Semester 1  
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced ) 
Prerequisites None 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE8068L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE9001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE9014L/public
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Content This unit introduces a number of key theological concepts which are important to the 
dialogue between education and theology as it is practiced in a Lutheran School or Early 
Childhood Services. These include but may not be limited to Revelation and Reason, the 
Theology of the Cross, Creation Theology, Vocation, and Law and Gospel.   

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Prohibited 
combinations 

DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue 

DE9015L Education and Theology in Dialogue Part B 
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced  
Prerequisites DE9014L Education and Theology in Dialogue Part A 
Content The unit uses the key theological concepts covered in DE9014L and further develops the 

students' capacity to engage in and lead dialogue between theology and education in 
their local context. It also facilitates the development of a critical appreciation of the 
diversity of theological thought within a Christian Education context, assisting participants 
to identify when theological assumptions or starting points may be inadvertently acting 
as barriers to a deeper understanding of the culture and core identity of a particular 
Lutheran (Christian) education context.. 

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 
or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

Prohibited 
combinations 

DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue 

DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online  

When Self-paced  
Prerequisites  BS9004L Biblical Texts and Traditions and CT9004L Theological Foundations for 

Educators or their equivalent are desirable  
Content This unit introduces a number of key theological concepts which are important to the 

dialogue between education and theology as it is practiced in a Lutheran School or Early 
Childhood Services. These include but may not be limited to Revelation and Reason, the 
Theology of the Cross, Creation Theology, Vocation, and Law and Gospel. The unit also 
provides opportunity to develop the necessary skill set to effectively engage in and, 
where appropriate, lead the dialogue at the local level. This involves considering the way 
in which theology underpins the worldview of a Lutheran (or other Christian) education 
site and informs its identity and practices. The unit also facilitates the development of a 
critical appreciation of the diversity of theological thought within a Christian Education 
context, assisting participants to identify theological assumptions or starting points which 
may serve as barriers to a deeper understanding of the culture and core identity of a 
particular education context. 

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm I. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
North Adelaide, SA: Lutheran Education Australia, 2013. (Available as an ebook 

http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE9015L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE9016L/public
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or in hard copy from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

DE9019L Lutheran Perspectives on Schooling 
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites Prerequisites: DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue  
Content This unit will provide the opportunity for experienced teachers to explore one or more 

Lutheran perspectives on education and schooling through developing an increased 
understanding of the historical, social, cultural, educational and theological influences on 
contemporary Lutheran schools or early childhood facilities, and the impact these have 
on their contemporary practices.  

Textbooks Bartsch, Malcolm. A God who speaks and acts: theology for teachers in Lutheran schools. 
Adelaide, SA: Openbook Howden, 2013. (Available as an ebook or in hard copy 
from Lutheran Education Australia. Go to 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/ for instructions.) 

DE9035L Ethics, Values and Decision Making for Educators 
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue  
Content This unit considers the ethics and values dimensions of issues in education. Students will 

become familiar with and use the language and key ideas of both Christian and non-
Christian ethical frameworks. They will consider their role as decision makers in the 
morally complex school environment and apply a reflective ethical decision making 
process informed by Lutheran theology which leads to decisions which are theologically 
and educationally justifiable. 

Textbooks Campbell, Elizabeth M. The ethical teacher. Maidenhead, UK: Open University Press, 
2003. (2007 ebook available) 

Worthing, Mark W. When choice matters: an introduction to Christian ethics. Millswood, 
SA: Pantaenus Press, 2004. (Class set available) 

DM9007L Lutheran Distinctives in Missiology and Evangelism 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended 
How   Attending on campus     

Attending live stream 
  Attending on campus     
Attending live stream 

When Wed 9.30–10.30 am | Thur 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites  At least 48 points in Field D—Theology: Mission and Ministry is desirable 
Content Students in this unit will examine the biblical foundations for mission and the significance 

of Lutheran confessional distinctives for the mission of the church. In addition to 
assessing the Lutheran Church of Australia’s approach to world mission, students will 
evaluate the Catechumenate and other evangelism/catechetical resources. They will also 
reflect on different approaches to the starting of new congregations and approaches to 
mission in agencies of the Lutheran Church in Australia. 

Textbooks Schulz, K. Detlev. Mission from the cross: the Lutheran theology of mission. St Louis, MO: 
Concordia, 2009.  

DP8005L Pastoral Theology 1 
Scheduled Semester 1  
Delivery mode Blended   
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 

http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE9019L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/publications-policies/brochures/
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DE9035L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DM9007L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP8005L/public
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When Tues 9.00 am–10.30 am | Wed 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Scheduled Semester 2  
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus     Attending live stream 
When Tues 1.30 pm–3.30 pm | Thur 8.30 am–9.30 am 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit assists students to research the concept of culture in general and Australian 

society in particular, to reflect on their own understanding of the church, pastoral 
leadership, and to develop insights for mission. 

Textbooks None 

DP8012L Liturgics  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How —  
When — 
Prerequisites  None 
Content This unit examines the historical origins and development of the divine service and 

analyses the services of the Lutheran Church as a whole and in their parts, considering 
scriptural foundations, ritual order, theological function, and liturgical enactment. 
Throughout the unit there is reference to, and use of, the various worship resources of 
the Lutheran Church of Australia with an aim to informed and confident preparation for 
the celebration of the church’s liturgy. 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Lutheran hymnal with supplement. Adelaide, SA: Lutheran 
Publishing House, 1989. 

DP8040L The One Who Serves: Foundations of Worship and Spirituality  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit covers three main areas of content:  

1. Corporate Christian worship—exploring the biblical foundation of worship, the 
understanding of worship from a Lutheran perspective, the Trinitarian and 
Christological nature of worship, worship as divine service, the work of the Holy 
Spirit through Word and Sacrament, and the purpose of the liturgy;  

2. Personal spiritual formation—exploring Christian spirituality both as a form of 
practice and as a field of theological inquiry. Luther’s catechetical framework 
serves as a resource for meditation and prayer as students learn to pray the 
catechism;  

3. The relationship between corporate worship and personal spirituality, including 
the church’s tradition of public prayer as a resource for personal spirituality. 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Lutheran hymnal with supplement. Adelaide: Lutheran 
Publishing House, 1989.  

Veith, Gene. The spirituality of the cross: the way of the first evangelicals. 2nd ed. 
St. Louis, MO: Concordia, 2010. 

DP8041L The Body of Christ: Foundations of Pastoral and Congregational Formation  
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tues 9.00 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites None 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP8012L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP8040L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP8041L/public
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Content In this unit students will explore the theological foundations for Christian discipleship and 
pastoral ministry, and the role of pastors as leaders in Christian formation in a parish 
setting.  
Students will examine different vocational understandings in light of the church’s 
expectations of pastors, and reflect on the servant nature of pastoral ministry in light of 
reading selected biblical and theological foundations for public ministry in the church. The 
unit explores how pastor and people work together in congregational life and aims to 
equip and enable students for effective catechetical leadership in the educational 
program of a Christian congregation. 

Textbooks Weedon, William. Thank, praise, serve and obey: recover the joys of piety. St Louis, MO: 
Concordia Publishing House, 2017. 

DP9003L Pastoral Theology 2  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended  
How    Attending on campus    Attending live stream 
When Tue 1.30–3.00 pm | Thur 9.00 am–10.30 am 
Prerequisites  At least 24 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content In this unit students engage in theological, confessional and empirical reflection on the 

nature of the pastoral ministry especially as it is understood in the Lutheran Church of 
Australia today. Students will focus on the pastoral ministry involved at key times of 
people’s lives such as birth, marriage and death, and studies in selected Lutheran Church 
of Australia’s Rites (for example, baptism, marriage, funeral). 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Commission on Worship. Church rites. Edited by David A. 
Schubert. Adelaide, SA: Openbook Publishers, 1996. 

Senkbeil, Harold L. The care of souls: cultivating a pastor’s heart. Lexham Press, 2019.  

DP9006L Pastoral Care and Counselling  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode —  
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites  At least 24 points in Field D 
Content This unit provides a review of counselling methodology and issues. The unit also 

addresses the nature of counselling within a pastoral care and parish context, considering 
ethical concerns and responding to the questions of God’s love and goodness in lived 
human experiences. It introduces students to specialised contexts of care and 
counselling: crisis, sickness, death, grief and mental illness. 

Textbooks Lutheran Church of Australia. Commission on Worship. Rites and resources for pastoral 
care. Edited by David A. Schubert. Adelaide, SA: Openbook, 1998. 

Prohibited 
combinations 

DP3006L Pastoral Care and Counselling 

DP9015L Preaching the Word  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Blended 
How    Attending on campus      Attending live stream 
When Tue 11.30 am–1.00 pm | Thur 11.30 am–1.00 pm 
Prerequisites  At least 24 points in Field B and in the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) 
Content This unit offers a comprehensive treatment on the theology, nature and function of 

preaching in the Christian church; sermon exegesis and meditation; writing sermon 
outlines, manuscripts, and children’s addresses. 

Textbooks None 
 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP9003L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP9006L/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP9015L/public
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DP9021L Ministry Placement: Writing and Preaching a Sermon  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  48 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies.  

Prior to commencement of placement, completion of a learning module on the University 
code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes, including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA. 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit focuses especially on developing the 
skills of writing and preaching the sermon. The student will practise exegetical skills by 
working with lectionary readings for the preparation and delivery of sermons in a ministry 
context. The preparation and delivery will be regularly evaluated with both the STFE 
Workplace Director and Coordinator. 
Professional ministry standards including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP9022L Ministry Placement: Leading Worship and Pastoral Acts  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites  At least 48 points in Field D—Theology: Mission and Ministry 

Prior to commencement of placement, completion of the following: learning module on 
the University code of conduct; safeguarding processes, including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA. 

Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit provides a formal learning process, 
including reflection and supervision, which enables a student to gain practical experience 
in an actual ministry content. The student is given the opportunity to become familiar 
with what is involved in preparing and co-ordinating public worship, leading orders of 
worship in the context of congregational life in the Lutheran Church of Australia and the 
contextual issues involved in the enactment of the rites of baptism, confirmation, 
marriage and funeral in the ministry context. LCA professional ministry standards 
including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 

DP9032L Supervised Theological Field Education  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Practicum   
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites 48 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit provides students with the challenge to 

establish learning goals appropriate to their learning stage and to the actual ministry 
context in which they are placed, and to demonstrate the capacity for self-directed 
learning within the supervisory process. The unit will focus on the development of 
competency in and appropriate use of ministry skills, including theological reflection on 
ministry experience and the integration of theological study and ministry practice. LCA 
professional ministry standards including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 
Co-requisites Prior to commencement of placement, completion of a learning module on the University 

code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP9021L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP9022L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DP9032L/public
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DP9033L Supervised Theological Field Education 2 
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2  
Delivery mode Practicum  
How �������   Field education 
When Semester-long integrated learning experience 
Prerequisites 48 points in the discipline of Pastoral Theology and Ministry Studies (DP) 
Content This Supervised Theological Field Education unit provides students with the challenge to 

establish learning goals appropriate to their learning stage and to the actual ministry 
context in which they are placed, and to demonstrate the capacity for self-directed 
learning within the supervisory process. The unit will focus on the development of 
competency in and appropriate use of ministry skills, including theological reflection on 
ministry experience and the integration of theological study and ministry practice. LCA 
professional ministry standards including safeguarding underpin this unit. 

Textbooks None 
Co-requisites Prior to commencement of placement, completion of a learning module on the University 

code of conduct as well as safeguarding processes including children and vulnerable 
persons, as required by the LCA 

DR8012L Teaching in a Lutheran Education Context  
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online Additional webinar 

Wednesday evenings 7–9 pm (SA time) 
When Self-paced 1, 8 & 15 February 2023 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites None 
Content This unit is located at the intersection between theory and practice in Lutheran 

education. It considers the classroom as a place of diverse prior understandings, including 
spirituality and worldview, which need to be considered in the planning of both Christian 
Studies and worship in a Lutheran or other Christian education setting. It engages 
students in a close theological and pedagogical study of the Lutheran Education Australia 
Christian Studies Curriculum Framework (CSCF). It explores questions of best practice and 
assessment in teaching Christian Studies. Students will also examine Lutheran theology, 
theory and practice of worship at education sites, considering various complexities and 
issues surrounding worship in schools and early childhood centres. Students are provided 
with opportunities to reflect critically on their practice in the light of theological and 
pedagogical theory. 

Textbooks Lutheran Education Australia. Christian Studies Curriculum Framework. Rev. ed. Adelaide, 
SA: Openbook, 2015. (Downloadable from 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276) 

DR9032L Teaching and Leading Christian Studies  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites Either  

24 points from Field B and 24 points from the discipline of Systematic Theology (CT) 
or  
DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue 

Content This unit engages students in a close theological and pedagogical study of the Lutheran 
Education Australia Christian Studies Curriculum Framework It explores a representative 
range of theoretical approaches to religious education as well as questions of best 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DR8012L/public
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/DR9032L/public
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practice and assessment in teaching and leading Christian Studies. Students are provided 
with opportunities to reflect critically on their practice in the light of the theological, 
pedagogical and leadership theory. 

Textbooks Lutheran Education Australia. Christian Studies Curriculum Framework. Rev. ed. Adelaide, 
SA: Openbook, 2015. (Downloadable from 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276) 

DR9040L Leading Christian Studies  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Online   
How    Online 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites  None 
Content This unit engages students in a study of leadership in the curriculum area of Christian 

Studies. Students are provided with opportunities to reflect critically on their practice, 
capabilities and roles as a Christian Studies leader in the light of the Lutheran Education 
of Australia Leadership and Formation Framework document ‘Growing Deep’. They will 
also consider the support required for their Christian Studies context. 

Textbooks Lutheran Education Australia. Christian Studies Curriculum Framework. Rev. ed. Adelaide, 
SA: Openbook, 2015. (Downloadable from 
http://www.lutheran.edu.au/?wpdmdl=1276)  
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Masters Capstone Units 

Unit code Unit name Point 
value 

XP9001L Masters Capstone: Extended Project 48 
XP9004L Capstone Project 24 
XP9005L Masters Capstone: Theology and Ministry 24 
XP9006L Extended Master Capstone: Theology and Ministry 48 
XP9020L Enhancing Capacity in a Christian School 24 

 

XP9001L Masters Capstone: Extended Project   
Prohibited 
combinations 

XP9004L Capstone Project 

Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites Only permitted in the final two semesters of the course 
Content This capstone unit provides a range of options for students to integrate their knowledge 

and skills gained in the studies of their award through practical application in a 
substantial supervised project that demonstrates the graduate outcomes of the award. 
The project will be supported by a literature review and a research component. In 
consultation with their supervisor, the student will develop specific methodology and 
outcomes for their project which will provide them with a means of demonstrating the 
graduate attributes of their award. 

Textbooks None 

XP9004L Capstone Project  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Supervised   
How    Online Individual student conferences 

When Self-paced As required 
Prerequisites Only permitted in the final two semesters of the course 
Content This capstone unit contains specific research practice materials designed to support 

students with project proposals, ethics considerations and writing a literature review. 
However, this is not a ‘taught’ unit as such, but an opportunity for the student to draw 
together in some way and demonstrate what they have learned throughout their award. 
The key content of any individual project will generally be the result of negotiation 
between the student and their supervisor. It is likely to draw from and build upon specific 
content from the student’s previous units as well as individual reading and research 
undertaken as part of the project process. 

Textbooks None 
Prohibited 
combinations 

XP9001L Masters Capstone: Extended Project   

XP9005L Masters Capstone: Theology and Ministry  
Scheduled Semester 1  
Delivery mode Supervised  
How    Online Individual student conferences 

When Self-paced  As required 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How    Online Individual student conferences 

https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/XP9001L/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/XP9004L/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/XP9005L/public
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When Self-paced with Seminars on a Tues 8.30–
10.30 

As required 

Prerequisites Only permitted in the final two semesters of the course 
Content Engage in a substantial research-based project that seeks to draw together and 

demonstrate prior learnings, while addressing a question or issue in theology or ministry 
that integrates key aspects of at least two disciplines of theological study in the Lutheran 
tradition: biblical, historical and systematic, pastoral, and educational theology. 

Textbooks None 
Prohibited 
combinations 

 

XP9006L Extended Master Capstone: Theology and Ministry  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode Supervised  
How    Online Individual student conferences 

When Self-paced As required 
Prerequisites Only permitted in the final two semesters of the course 
Content Engage in a substantial research-based project that seeks to draw together and 

demonstrate prior learnings, while addressing a question or issue in theology or ministry 
that integrates key aspects of at least two disciplines of theological study in the Lutheran 
tradition: biblical, historical and systematic, pastoral, and educational theology. 

Textbooks None 
Prohibited 
combinations 

 

XP9020L Enhancing Capacity in a Christian School  
Scheduled Not scheduled in 2023 
Delivery mode — 
How — 
When — 
Prerequisites DE9016L Education and Theology in Dialogue 
Content This unit enables students to engage with the question of how faith-based schools 

develop their capacity to fulfil their core mission. The integrating theme of the unit is 
developing Christian professional learning communities and conversations. Students will 
draw from the disciplines of education and theology. They may pursue this study from a 
number of potential perspectives including leadership, curriculum and the teaching of 
Christian Studies. Key theological emphases are vocation, Christian service and the 
law/gospel tension. The policy statements and other relevant systemic documents from 
the student’s own Christian education tradition will be incorporated. 

Textbooks None 
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Additional units 

Unit code Unit name Point 
value 

RQ9021C Research Methodologies 24 
RQ9748M Minor Thesis 48 

 

RQ9021C Research Methodologies 
Scheduled Semester 1 
Delivery mode Online  
How Online synchronous and online asynchronous (Provider is Catholic Theological College) 
When Thursday 6 pm–8 pm  

6 compulsory synchronous seminars (up to 12 hours): 2, 16, 30 March; 20 April; 4, 25 May 
Scheduled Semester 2 
Delivery mode Online  
How Online synchronous and Online asynchronous (Provider is Catholic Theological College) 
When Thursday 6 pm–8 pm  

6 compulsory synchronous seminars (up to 12 hours): OLS: 6 Sessions: 27 July; 10, 24 
August; 14 September; 9, 23 October 

Prerequisites None 
Content This unit introduces students to contemporary approaches to research methodologies 

across various disciplines. It provides students with the skills to apply these 
methodologies in the formulation of a research proposal. The unit outlines the 
methodological challenges, hermeneutical questions, and new directions for recent 
theological research, and the responses across various disciplines to those new 
developments. Students will be introduced to the skills, competencies and technical 
methods that are needed to conduct and present high-quality research, including 
identifying a research topic, citation and bibliographical protocols, and obtaining ethics 
clearances.  

Textbooks* * Indicative bibliography provided at https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/RQ9021C/public 

RQ9748M Minor Thesis  
Scheduled Semester 1 & 2 
Delivery mode Supervised   
How    Supervised (semester or yearlong enrolment) 
When Self-paced 
Prerequisites Appropriate Research Methodology unit: RQ9021C, DP9034S or equivalent 
Content The Minor Thesis provides training for students in development of research skills and 

tests their capacity to undertake research. It may serve as a pathway into higher degrees 
by research. The Minor Thesis: 

• demonstrates a contribution to knowledge through investigation of its subject 
and the presentation of original research or independent analysis 

• is 16,000 words in length, inclusive of all elements except the bibliography 
• may be presented in a format other than a written essay but equivalent to it, 

provided that permission for an alternative form of presentation is sought and 
granted when the topic of the Minor Thesis is approved. 

Textbooks None 
 

 

https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/RQ9021C/public
https://units.divinity.edu.au/unit/RQ9021C/public
https://ums.divinity.edu.au/unit/RQ9748M/public
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